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, .' .~., • ... -! "'.:.:." 
'. ", Q 'p·,r ·N" .... ' 0" N"", ", ; .' "','",", . ." .... ," "'r'~' 'j ..... , ,.", ' .. .... _.....-- __ -* .....- _' ~". " .. 1, ••• __ •• ,,,I __ ~i';"'ri ... .J ... t-,.l' ... ·.~ ... 'j 'i),~." ...... -o,"~., 

1. $l!'l!l1!!ary ot~1Si9n' ,: ,',.:. ",/,', .:."=;,,,~, ,::".'·:r!~I""'.::'~' .~:,':".,,'; 

:: By this deeisior{ w~ approve'· for p~c:iffe'Ga:s: a"rid'; Eie~tri6' .,,: ~~:.'~ 
company (PG&E); an' i'ncrease': i'n:' its' overa:ll revenlle requirelnent::'of. ;~:::,h"' 
$8,769,000, bas'ed :on' a 1Z-month forecast 'period~ 'beginriin:g-;.' :: ,'; '",',:' ',; 

Novel%lber 1, 1990. This increase is composed of the following:< 
elements: 

,':1,,";''''--; ... ,. ,~'~\"-~. ',~ 

.', 

":~: ($):67,'670)':"; .. ~:~ ".,' .~'.:~ ... :~;'::'/ Energy' Cost Adjustment ~ 'Clause '(EcAC)" 
Annual Ener9'Y':Rate (AER) :-,,: .~-, ,/':,": ':'. 
Electric Revenue Adjustment Mechanism (ERAM) 
Low Income Rate Adjustment (LIRA) 

( '11' 1\.5~·' . j ........ ,.... '.- ~ . .' ' '"v ~'.J~:" .,'.'".,' .• " , . .,t., 
180,700 ." 6,791 .",',','.1'.1'" 

t,,.. I 

We present the computation oftotal,revenue,'requirement, "'v .,r .. ,
•• _ ... ; J,,_ 

for each of,·these"elementsin,Appenciix A. < .• "'," : ,-.'j':::;-,;.::,(~. . .. ,. ,..,,\ 

'"-' 

We, are ,issuing, a··companion. decision which; separately.' 
addresses J?G&E' s' , ra temakinq' and. pol,iey-proposals. relati va-; to':. its: 
CUstomer: Energy ~Ef!icieney., C:CEE) Programs" which were,i·also:,'l.nelucled 
in Application (A. ) 91-04-00'3.·, "::", ""j ', .. 

. , 

,: In eonjunctionwith'~our_ adoption 'Qf' the' revenue,,,,:: ',-' 
requirement adjustments noted above,. this' decision alsO" adopts,.: the' ' " 
forecast resource mi~, enerqy prices,. and. payment' .factors for',.':,' 
purchases from variably priced qualifying faeilities~:(QFs)'; .(L.c·., '.' 
only those QFs without fixed price contracts), presented' in, ;;~ 
Appendices B ancl C. We cliscuss ,:these:·adopted,values':in·"'SeetionIII. 

of this decision •. 
1.l'AER. 

, ~ " -I-:~ 
" • ~ \ n' ' 

" 

The A:ER " is. ; currently' suspendedfor~ PG&E ': per our: Order:, , , ; '::) 
Instituting Investigation (I.) 90-08-006. This means that AER. :Y;C: 

revenues and expenses are presently included 100% in the ECAC 
balancing account. We have calculatecl the AER revenue requirement 

- 2 - " 
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adj ustxnent noted above consistent:. .. wi thour.:adoptec:1 resource 
assumptions in the event we decide to reinstate the AER during the 
period. covered by this ECAC forecast. The AER is .. equal"to_,9%,~ of,.,,·, 

'.,' 0 ,'" '~'-""." ,f .. "" ~f-" " I" • ~ , 

PG&E's tO,tal forecasted fuel anc:1. purchased ,power .. , expense, .... Subject 
_ • ~_~ ...' ,..,., .,.... .f J,' '~~'r\'" , ,I,"', .~" '" ... ~." ... ,.j \' ... ,. 

to AER reinstatement,PG&E .,is authorized·, to· continue:, to,. include .in ""'," 
, ... • . , . '. .">. .',... • '.". .-. ' ,~ •. j '., ' .. _"~ w' ~. .. '.' 

the ECAC balancing, account 100%, of" AE~, expens,es, a~d ~e~a.x:~:s,~~~ .. '",' "., 
ac:1opted her.ein. ", _ .' " '~ 

,\-, ' C_., '" .'" I '''" "I P' 

1.2 ERAM' and LIRA " .... ,. . ' " .. ,. 
'Xheac:1optec:1. revenue, ,ac:1justments .. £o~. ERAManc:1. LIRA ,are 

, ~ .- ,<-" ,.~. ..> ..... .•• \" _ ~.. .' ," .. ' '", •. 

basec:1 upon PG&E'ses.timated balancing account balances as of 
October 31, 1991. A more complete descrip,tion. of,the.bas,is f~rthe ... 

" ,"" j >'" ., .', ", '.'" . ~ • d ". IA,IJ, ...... " •• _ '" • '" <. 

ERAM anc:1 LIRA adj ustments are presented in Section'.. 6, of .'·this:~ .... 
. ,., "" '".,'L . "' .. ,, ," .".:'.-. 

decision. 
\ " :: . '; ,.( ~ ,,'. , ":',,' 

1.3 consolidation of Bate Changes 
PG&E proposed to consolidate the rate changes' adopted in 

this applicati,on: with those· in itsl.~92: Attrition and',Cost o:f 

Capital proceedings to produce a sinqle':.rate change" effective':: 
January 1, 199'2'. PG&E made. a similar. request in: its:: Petition for 
Modification Qf· Decision. (D.) r.-9-0'l-040 ,::tiled on:' January' 23'; 1991;'-< 
for a permanent change in its. ~.uthorized'ECAC revision/date·.)·ftom· 
Novelnl:>er 1 to January 1. Accox,dingly, we. will authorize this., rate '. -, 
incre~se to become effective January 1",~,,"1992, concurrently with 
PG&E's attrition and cost of capital' rate adjustments..~ ,'Xhe revenue<', 
allocation of this adopted increaseal'nong custo:mer<classes~wi'll 'be-:'-' .;,' 
authorized. in a separate decision scheduled' tc' be '. issued on~: 
December 18,' 199'1;.. ',~,X;'; ...; ~'" ,-., 

1.4 . Reaso:nableness of ReCOrd," Period Costs-
PG&E's application also asks for a finding on .... the .. ·: .. · .. : 

..". ,..,..... .~' .. ,.". ' ... ,- .. 

.i" 04" .'~ • 
, L~ •• ' ... 

reasonableness of recorded 1990 gas and electric costs. A decis:ion.~.·.·'. 
on reasonableness will be issued:' in·a.separate phase 0:0£ this~' 
proceedinq.' ",., ... ;i-··~',I~"",":\·'·'/ '}:.' '.,-", .--." ".+' •••• ',-

, ,.J-

'."." " 
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: :1 , . -'""' 2. Procedural' BAc)jqrPgnd-' ,,' 
,ow." •• .. -\ " . ...- ~, ..... ... 

PG&E,filed.this ,application,on:;April '1,. ~'1991t:t"initi~J;1y.~· ;,;:, .. :, 
requesting an increase of $264.8, .million' in,~ its, electric,:>revenues ;::, 
on an annualized basis effective ~NovemDer 1" 1991.'A:prehearing"," , ' .. :" 
conference was held on, April 22, 1991 to establish',a, schedule' for . .' .'. 
the proceeding and to. address'relatedmatters •. ,":': .,', ::,~.' 

By ruling. dated May 29'1">1991,., the AcixninistrativeSLaw,', 
Judge (ALJ) adopted a procedural schedu'le 'based::generally.;on::,the 
standard schedule adopted in 0.89-01-040, ,referred, ,to' as,the:.Rate' 
Case Plan (RCP). 'Modifications, in .the:RCP·',were required "in ':this 
proceeding to accommo.date parties' scheduling ,difficulties. ,.'I'he' 
schedule was . divided into., two maj or phases,.' cons,istent,'wi th"prior, 
years' ECAC proceedings. Phase I co.vers three major ,issue",areas: ''::<' 

. Phase Ia: Forecast ,ECACIA:E.R/E~/LIRA Revenue' "'-:',' 
Requirement" Related Resource Assumptions, and QF Price"Factors ..... . .. ' 

Phase Io': CEE Issues 

Phase Ic: Revenue Allo.cation' Issues'" 
, , ~ , , " • ,\', I 

Phase II co.vers reasonableness period issues.", This" 
decision addresses only Phasela issues. . 

, • I.' ., 

• 'I ' 

, " 

A second prehearing conference was held ,on Jun~ ~8,,19,9,1 
where the active parties requested an, amel?-ded, 's~hedule,to 'all~~ 'for ',. 

, I' '. ' " ' -. , .. '),~' .... ,- ".' .• 

discussions to., occur prior to Phase Ia evidentiary. hearings: ,wi th 

the goal of reso.l ving disputed issues .,. Parties engaged, in such 
discussions on July 10 and 1:1., 1991. ''OnlY' the c~mmission's'" 
oi vision of Ratepayer Advocat~s (ORA)' ,and' PG,&E suec~ssiU:llY':' ;~~ched':: 
resolution on all disputed Phase Ia is~ues-. 'roward Utili ty :R~te" , .. , 

... "', ,,.. . 

Normalization (TURN) joined ORA and PG&E in a jo.int recommendation 
only on gasp:t:ice issues. The threereinaining acti~~,par:ti~::;. ,in, '''' 
this portio.n, of the proceeding did not reach' resolution o.f "i' ", ..' 

i.' , . . ~ , , I ' .. ~:': \~ :.: <.' "', ,., 
contested issues. , .... , ... ' 

EvidentiarY hearing~'on Phase'Ia issues were helCl~on ' 
July 12-19, 1991'~, opening. ~riefs we're"f.i~,ed on A\igu,st .. 2"w1th reply",., 

,. .'. [ ',.." /, " '~. ' ... I.." ' ,< ., ~. " 1 " .... , ..... 

- 4 -- , 
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, ~ , .... 

briefs on August 9, 1991. An AL:J ruling was issued:··on.,cAugust'·~lS,':': ...... S. 
outlining- .. the.assmnptions; parties. were::.:to.: use in.' developing";:final 
model runs due'on~August -30,. 1991~.;An informal workshop was~;held ' . . ,y ..•. 

August 19~to·further.clarify the·rulinq'. :On Auqust,30,'PG&E,.:·,:. 
provided an .. update exhibit· which computed the' revenue·,requirements. :',::: 
consistent with asswnptions Clesig-nateCl in· the August ,lS AIJruling, '/ 
as clarified at:the August 19 workshop. : All active parties: 
stipulated·'to the accuracy ·of ·PG&E.'supdated computations,. and 'did,' , 
not provide·separate.exhibits .. , .. ' ' • • r~ • 11-:" . "',~ J ~ n 

Evidentiary hearings-on Phase Ib CUstomer"Energy:.· ... ' ! ., .:; 

Efficiency issues. were held' on,. August '5-9'~ ·-A further: discllssionof··~---::;, 
the procedural ',background relative to. PhaseIb is presented ',in' 'a:··' ";-.; 
companion": decision~ .' . ... .. ';:" "::~',.:,::' .. ', .' .,' 

The proposed decision' o:!·the,'·,AIJwas· mailed~·on".~October 
18, 1991. Parties' filed .. comments' on' No~eniber: i' and' reply comments";" ' 
on November 12. We have reviewed all comments.. and have' .. , :', 
incorporated them into our final., order .. where appropriate. ",The only 

• " .,- .' • , '". _'. ~ , ,I I r 

substantive change we have made in resource assumptions relates to 
• , " • .<, _. .,\ •• ' .. ' .' <". 

the treatment of cost elements included.' in ,the qas dispatch,:price, 
, . , •. , ,",' ,~ I 

,"'. 

as discussed in Section 5.2.3 below. 
3. ECAC Forecast Issues' 

• \ " I • .' - ... ~ ~ " ~. , ",'. , 

3.1' Overy;iewof Parties' Positions ... ,,""-', .. 
. PG&E's initial'applieation'included" an ECAC/AER-:increase ,., 

of $78.3 million. PG&E attributed tli:e increa'se t~'below''':'normal'''' 
hydroelectri~ generation, : increased' g~ner~tioll' and prices'" 

~ \ .. ' 

assOciated w;th the Diablo' canyon nuclear- plant, and"higher"'QF" 
purchases. " , ' .. , ") ;', (;; -, : ";': " 

'PG&E: sel:v~cr up<iateCl te~timony' o~ Jui:i i, ,"i99'i' t-o'"; refleCt:·-·,: ' .. '~ 
significant ~hanqes i:ri reso~ree assumptions whi:ch h.ad~··occurred·;:' '< ;'.-::: 
since PG&E's April 1 filing~ The July 1 upC:1ate"Changed': 'PG&'E-"S': . ." 
request from a rate increase to a decrease of $40.6 millton:; . " 
reflecting a June' hydro' availability update and' various" oth~r 
factor~. 'l'he forecasted decre~se' was primarily du~ to:~' ;lo~er" " 

" 
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thermal requirements, resul ting,froltl',ad.d.i tional':, 'hydro, Q-F:, , ana'.:':, Diablo 
Canyon generation, lower Southwest gas prices~: : and a' lower ECAC 
unclercollection. Offsetting increases" inelucled", reclucecl:):i:ncremental 

,. ",'.,... '" C" ,', ", , 

sales revenues and' higher QF' expense/ 'as' well 'as corta'in'·'gas cost 
aclj ustments. " ' ''',; , :,", :;'~' 

The following parties sponsored. testil'llony on' PhasEr.J Ia 
issues: DRA, TORN, California Cogeneration ,Council (CCC),', ,: " 
Geothermal Resource- Associates lInclepenclent , EnerqyProcluce::-s" ,',: "," 
Association, (GRA/IEP), and Cogenerators 'of Southern. California' " 
(CSC) • TORN's testimony was limited. to gas', price issues .. : CSC·· 
sponsored ,testimony only on, one' issue,' related' to the, Energy;):' , 

Reliability Index. 
3.2 Jgint ~ommend¢ion " ,,\ 

As ,noted previously" PG&E' and,DRA. .. su):)sequently, reviseci-" , 
their proposals to reflect a resolution . of, all"remaining'; cl-isputes 
between them relative to resource assumptions, revenue;,;,"; ,:,.:"" 
requirements, and QF price factors. The- resulting, revenue. ,,".::~ .'. ,', 
requirement change proposed jointly by PG&E and ORA reflected a 
decrease of $l72 million"as . cor.4tainedin the PG&E/D:RA::Joint·, , -:,~-:' 
Recommend.ation Exhibit (Exh~ 39) • In' 'addition, 'l't.1RN' Joined PG&E 
ana :ORA in jointly sponsoring 'a'recommendation on' gas prioes,. The 
other active parties did not join PG&E insponsoring,any jOint: 

, .' • < •• ',,' ,,' .... '. ," 

recommendations. ':. ,;~: "; 
The PG&E/ORA. Joint Recommendation' involved', a eompr,omise, ' 

., •• •• ~ • \ , " .) .... ~"" • J • 

between the parties that each be-lieves: represents, a:, "reasonable.',.~: .. 
recommendation" ,(Exh. 39,p., 7):- Ao~ording to .,DRA witness,Hicks~ 

..' ' • • • ' • J " ' ".'.,,,', _, • I .,; ',I.~ ." ,'" ~ '" 

the Joint Recommendation satisfied four goals which"ORA.~hadr!in "~ .. , 

':. " 

mind: 
,.. • • • _ ,~. ':.' ',' \ .... ~.: I ~. "',,' ;; "''''''" '. 'I ,<," 

1 .. , To, achieve- a, revenue requirement . and::, ;' ," ... :~;:'" :: 
Incremental Energy, Rate (IER) consistent •. ,', I ,:'.: '," "'" 

. with the resource :mix .. ' . ',., <:,:,":~ ';, ," ',',' 
" '"' \. . ,. . ." .. . 

2., ,'1'0 base, each individual resource: assumption 
upon,a reasonable 'forecast. , , 

\ • ~ I •• , '_', ~ t , , ,."t-
• ,.' .,.',. OJ. I 
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'". "', ~. I • , I , " '''. ,;.- , ! ",. ,". .,... I' ,,I ••• .. • • .. ~ •• 

3.:~ Not to' seek a, sett1ement' with: the lowest ,:, ' '-,; <Y";" . 

. p<?ssible IER., ",' ' , ',', _, ,,' _ ", ", .-::", ", '. 
'y. , 

4'~:- To., view the-, settlement 'as:.a· who1e~"with 
c,ompromises ne90t~,at~d, ~y" both: partie,s.,:, 

3.3 Parties' positions on Revenue Requirement 
Consistent wi thpriorECACproceedings., ',parties were 

directed by the ALJ to prepare a: comparison exh.ibit~ (Exh~',' 61F which 
set forth the positions of the parties on ECACI AER: revenue:' ~ 

requirement' and resource assumptions;: CCCand GRA1IEP',sub'sequently 
revised their revenue requirement estimates'through late-f£:le'd~ 
Exhs. S9 and 60', respectively. 'Parties' proposals.. tor, changes-"in 
ECAC/AER revenue requirement (all representing decreases)' and. 
related IER values, as presented at various stages ofthis>_' ,',- " 
proceeding~ are,set torthbelow. (TURN;and'CSC did- not: sponsor 
total revenue requirement estimates~,)" '" The adopted' ECAC/AERrevenue" 
requirement, shown in the last colwnn tor' comparison., is-di'scussed "":' 
in Section 3.8:, of, this' decision. ' '~,:";' " •. ,. 

', ....... ", 

Parties' 'Posi:tionQn ECA,.ClAEREevenue Requirrunent Changes", 
($ Mi~lions) ,Increase, (Dec:rease) ":,',::',;.:~ '" 

&Ut 

$78~3 
(41.2) 
(172.2) , 

~' ,.~ •. 9BA lIEP '.' ; Adopte~f .- ,,:, ,,' 

Initial Estln.* 
July TJpdates 
Joint Recom., 
Rev. Update **' 
Rev. Update"''''''' 

$ (21S.1), 
(194.0) 
(172,.2)" 
nfa" " 

, '*' 
$(80.9) 
.,.,nla 
(240.8} , 
'nfa:' ": 

'* 
$(155.8) 

.,',"./' .. ::.'~> I " I • (~ 

ri./a' , 
(1:3.4.5-) , ('l:3:4". 5-) , 

, ' n/a.." :' ,-,<, , 
, (248'.9') , , , 

,,' nta " ;: .$,(-1,78.;.;.7) ." }, " 

* In'itial" 'interVenor t~stimony;'did not in'elude re~enu'~ ,,: ,.,', " , 
requirements' estimates .. , : "" .. ' , ',;, :r'·:. ;",,'; ,"-',:, ~" "':, ' ' 

.. '..~, ..... 
** Reflected intervenors' adoption of commodity prices proposed 

by the Joint Recomxnenda'tion and correction o·f, CCC"S; double
counting error (see Exhs~ S9 and, 6',0)~ , 

*** Reflected update of $40 million-: increase due to updating 
balancing account data through July 31, 1991 recorded 
balances, and' offsettinq reductions to· reflect: updated .. present 
revenues using rates effective'May 1, 1991 as adopted in 
PG&E's Rate Design Window Proceeding (0.91-04-062). 

- 7 _ .... 
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3.4 OF Price-Factors"'" ::",":':<':, " .~:.::;. '<:'.~' 

. , : .. As. we .. ·have noted in 'priorECAC'clecisions",.. \there~' isrt,a :,"', .:,: ')' 

logieal relationship between conventional· ,ECAC' issues ,and',.thc,'bases. 
for OF prices.. The forecast of resou-rce- assumptions ,underlying:, 
ECAC revenue. requirements also.' affect :the determinat±on.:,:of~ the. ' .... 
utility's generating efficiency ·at .. the-.:margin, as measured" by. the' 
IER. Likewise, resource availability to- meet'demandis'-reflected 
in the Energy Reliability Index (ERI).. Accordingly·,..in·.this,".';:.-_~ . ,;".: 
decision, we adopt updated price. factors·rtor variably' pJ:'iced',:.QFs.. ..' 

Variable QF prices.are-the sum· of pay:ment components for 
capacity, avo-iaea operating and maintenance (O&M) costs, other 
adders and energy. The ERland IER are,essentialdeter.rninants· of 
variable QF prices. The IER., which. reflects. the utility· systent's . 
incremental efficiency in converting.heat ener9Y to· electricity,.' 

, is combined with avoided O&M costs.tofornt, an equ'ivalent· IER...:.:: This':.' . 
facto-rthenismultiplied by the utility's incremental fuel.cost,to 
prC>duce the price the utility pays toJ:" the variably .priced. QFs'" 
energy. 0.82-12-120 ordered that prices paid to: QFs·l:ie " 
time-differentiated to- reflect thc·tactthat.the value of the power 
they provide varies with the' timeof'day when it' is' supplied. 

The IER is calculated using the HQFs-in/QFs-outH method. 
This method requires two separate production simulation modol 
computer runs. The only difference in resource availability 
between the two runs is in the treatment of QFs. 'The QFs-out run 
represents systemcommitmont'anddilSpateh,with'all variably .. priccd. 
QFs removed.. The QFs-in run adds back'allvariablypriced QFs' 
anticipated .to be on-line during the forecast period .• : The .. ". , 
difference in total syste:m. costs between .the- two' runs equals, the:; 
avoided costs of all variably priced QFs. The avoidedcosts7 are .; .' 
expressed in terms of cents/kWh and arc' then divided by theaveraqe 
utility electric generation. (UEG) gas cost from: the QFs-in run·' ,tOo,,. :,:'\ 
develop the annual. averagc, IER .. , ' . ;'\ 

- 8 -- j "'" 
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The ERI is a factor which adj usts capacity:~pa:ymentS:: .. to.". 
nonfirmQFs. receiving- as-del'iveredcapacity und'er Standard.:.'Offer 
No.1, or· Option 1 of Standard OtferNo~:. 4'.; . It· ref,lects.: .. the·"'Pc;.&E 

electric systelu capacity needs· under-a certain set ot:· reserve: 
margin and. resourco assumptions... 'ThcERI iscoxnputed: ;as. an- .'. ", 

. " ' . . _. .~ . 

",;", 
.1 ,_ ,I. 

adjustment to the value of a: qeneric combustion: turl>ine,' Which' we· . 
have assumed· to. be a proxy for 'PG&E.'s. avoided capacity costs,' .. 
consistent with' past practico'. ""',' . ' 

.3 ....s ,)'Aclopted, Incremental . Energy' 'Rate 

Parties' estimates of the,equivalent IER (including 
adders) is presented below, along with ·our adopted'estimate.The 
parties' separate estimates are taken from the cOlnparisonExh-.., 6-1;,-'· 
which reflected parties" July update estimates. The JO·int: . 
Recommendation aItlended. the estimates-tor. PG&E and-ORA .. '" Our, adopted· 

IER is. based upon tho resourco assumptions' which w(!,havo concluded.' 
are reasonable for this proceeding, as. discussedin~ section" 3:~8 'of~ 

this decision. . The derivation of the' ad.optcdIER, DIER,' and: '-' 
related price adders is. prosented. in Append.ix, C"'. . .' ,. e 

comparison of Equivalent IER Estimates 
~~rties' PositiQPs vs. Adopted 

(Btu/kWh) 

Joint ~. 
Recom 

UP/GE? 

10,912 10,803 10,74~, ~1,089 11,217 

Adopteg .. 
, . ,"00-. 

". '" .... ' ," 

10,,~8S:, '. ' .. 
3 .. ~ .. 2 AdoptQ~l2:..-CMY9nXneroJDcntal· Energy .~~ ',",' .': " ....• 

1) .. 88-12-08-3- ordered. PG'&E, , to· develop a,Diablo Canyon·- ."~. 

Incremental Energy. Rate (DIER)to be:' tiled: in ECACproceedings. 
The DIER' is. used to ad.just the AEl't'; expense at~ the' end7"c>fthe:'. ',. ",' ': .... 

forecast period to account fordifferences.:between forecasted::' and ... '.'\', 
actual Diwlo canyon qeneration.. PG&E has presented'a~: detailed 
explanation o·f- the derivation o,f the DIER (Exh. 1,.: pp .. 3'~:'54-56)~, 

Our adopted DIER is presented in Appendix C, paqe·'Z. " ,.. '.' ''''·c 
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., .•.... ,'\ 

3.6 Mopted Energy Reliability Xndex:'~, I' 

3.&.1 Parties' Positi2DS . '," ,;.', : 
. Althouqh PG&E assumed: an: ,ERIot 1.0 tor ',its April" ;,l',base 

case resource forecast, it also presented.an alternative'"PG&E''' 
preferred" ERI of 0.71. ,'the alternative' ERI was based on "inclusion ,':::. 
of purchases. trom· Northwest .. utilities' ,spot capacitY',in' its ' 
computation. DRA, CCC,. GRA/IEP, and esc all, proposedERIscot'l.O, 
and did not support PG&E's alternative.' ,In developinq their Joint I 

Recommendation', ORA, and, PG&E agreed to an ERI ot 1 .. 0 ,and ';PG&E, 
aqreed not to pursue its lower ERI proposal. 

esc raised concerns. over the und.erlying,method.ol:ogy and. 
assumptions. ,used to support the ERI. While' esc aqrees' that' an" ERI, 

ot 1.0 should be adopted in this proceeding,.. it asserts:';that. the " 
method used to determine the ERI is not clearly stated in the . 
recorcl. ,In its·"original testimc1ny" PG&E advance~ alternative ERI 
estimates based upon dittercnt~$sumptions over Northwest: capacity 
availability. PG&E"s witness ,Grief testified, that these . ;:,.,' 
alternativeasswnptions were not intended to' forma ,part .of,the,,' 
joint recommendation. esc is, still, 'concerned, however, that ,tho 
Joint Recommendation does not specify the- ,method used to derive the 
ERI .. 

3.6,2 Discussion I", , •• 

", " The Joint Recommend.ation ,represents a compromise ,', ,and the 
methodologies unclerlininq the parties' positions are not being' 
endorsed. as. part ot the agreement •. , Accordingly ,.neither, .. DRA. :nor ' 

, ,.,'~ -

PG&E cross-examined each other ,on this'issuc_ esC' chose not to' , ',',. 
cross-examinePG&E on its ERI, methodology..:. .,,' .... 

Accordinqly, we will'dclopt an ERI of l.O', but. we will not ' .. , 
aclopt specific language on :method.ology as proposed.' DY CSC" g,iven ·the.: ': ,,''; 
intent of the Joint Recommendation, and. given that a complete " .j ... , >~:.) 

recorcl on methodology was not cleveloped through 'cross-exa:mination. 
. " . ~.: " ,,/~' \ 
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3.7 Computer lIodelinq Conventions"';' ",:~,~,."">: .• y<,.!:,~,:,,, ".) .. :' 

The ERI and IER values are derived 'froiu;~production;~ost'", ,>,' 
model results . which simulate the manner: in, -whiich·' util'i ty resources 
meet system loads. This simulation is driven :by~ theresource:'an'd 
load assumptions that are inpu'l;:s into ,the mod.el.: \. In this,:: .. "," '~',' " 

proceeding, a nUlnber of 'input, assumptions. were contested ~ ','.rhe:'·,·" 
resolution of these contested. issues' ,form the' base's for the ElU',' 
IER, and ECAC revenue reql.'lirements, we adopt herein. ,,' In·~soxne'cases" ' 
resolution' of IER issues may increase- the revenue requirement,. In ,:" :: 
other eases, it may lower it. ." ,,' ".:' ~'I 

Our adopted IER values tall. between~the proposed::CERs 
sponsored by the partics.' Thoy 'are, :nighor than those proposed .. by·· 
the Joint Recommendation,. but lower than thoseproposed:::by:CCCor, ,,', 
GRA/IEP. " " 

'rhe' use of different computerlllode);s raises~potential .;;, :,:,~'.> ',: 

issues: as to how the modeler and the model ,translatecandsimplifyi H 

the complexities of the utility'system: into"'terms 'that the':'lIlodel'·:, 
can understanci, and how the xnociel lIlanipu:tates ,this ,information.: 
Over time, we have instituted and'xnoditiedproeeduresdesiqnedto " 
ensure the full exChange of information pertinent tounderstandinq 
the computer models used in ECAC proceedings to develop the IER, 
ERI, and r~venue requirements. ' ,',' ,::,.~;." 

In 0 .. 89'-01-040, weinstitutect.a requirement, for workshops 
to beheld to, facilitate the understancUng'J'of these ":mod'els:~' >'l'he: ". 
Commission Advisory and Compl:iance' Division'" (CACDo) eonvened· such ',a;'" 
workshop in this, proceeding on April' 2'S,1991 to allowparties':to ,~, 

investigate production cost modeling, issues, and' todevel'op"'", ",' "
consensus on a base case resource pl'an:·and .modelinq·conventions. 
Parties a.ctively involved. in the workshop. were' PG&E';:',DRA;'-GRA'{IEP';' 
and CCC. -:', , . 

. CACO submitted a final Workshop Modeling:~Report, ,:on ' ;'~.," 
June 13, 1991. The report noted that all active mOcieling parties 
agreed to use the assumptions in PG&E's filing as the base case. 

- 11 -
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Accoraingly ~:,'parties-aia not provia'e·separate·'runs~)'but;. instead:·",,',· '" 
provideaa 'qual'i tative' .aescripti'on of"the: aifferenceS'''Detwee~' the'~' "'~." 
two moaels being ·used in': theproceed.'ing~ , (PROMOD 'ana PROSYM) .:'. ,: PG&E'; . .! '.< 

DRA, ana CCC all used PROMOD III while GRA/IEP used PROSYM for 
modeling purposcs-. The revenue requirements- adopted" in this 
decision 'are based upon appl'ication of' the PROMODmodel'. ;;Our ",;. 
adoptea revenue requirement also.; incorporates :the" uncontested;, 
modeling: conventions which were ,listed· ,in,the comJ?arison'~ exhibit ,~ 

and are reproduced as Appendix D of this decision. ,,"',":', "!'" ;:", ,~ 

In the Joint Recommendation' in, this proceeding" 'PG&E 
agreed to :make available its QF, relational· databasc'modelby , " 
January 1992 ona good faith basis. ',We will adopt :this provision ," 
as rea"sonable. :'::' .. ,. , ,'~~~.~' 

3.8 Adopted Revenue1Bequirements' and.;Bt:souree 'Assumptions .;"" 
Our adopted ECAC/A:ER 'revenuerequirements:', for,:' the 

12-month forecast: period beginning" ,November' '1, 1991 results in, a'~ 
revenue decrease of $178,722,000 comprised of: 

ECAC " ($167, &70,000) 
AER ... ( $11,,052(000) ,h. " 

,The 'complete computation 'of ouradopted~ revenue", 
requirements:: is presented 'in Appendix A.. The !adoptecrrevenue~, 
requirements: 'are based upon the, resouree asswnptions:'we> have':;'~: 
eoncluded' are reasonable, as set' forth' in· Appendix '~ 'We: nave ;"c,' 

consistently applied the same resource assumptions",in,:develop:inq.':' : ... 
the QF price factors adopted in this decision. The 'ECAC·portion:'of'· 
the revenue requirement is composed· o,! both the forecast period 

." .. -
, , 

costs and amortization of theunclereollection in~the<ECAC baJ:ancin9':;~:' 
account- based,upon its estimated' ba1ance at October :.n;:,: .. "J:99:1 
(reflecting the'actual July' 3.1, 1991: recorded'balance). 
3.9 ' General. Framework ~or Consideration 

of Resource hssumptigDS 

In ad:ludicating the resource proposalS:'io.-'this" 
proceeding, we have divided the proposed assumptions into three 

- 12 -' 
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, ', ... \/', 

eateqories_:( 1 ) Uncontested-Assumptions;, (2:)- Ini:tially::,:con~~sted.:,c: :_::.:,;; ,'. 
Assumptions Ultimately Agreea' upon·: ana' .{3-)- .Contestea:: Assumptions:.·,,(;,·,.: 
We a·iscuss each of ,these categories. ana~our treatment of. them., . >;. 

below. :::,. ~: ':)~.: " .' 
The· PG&E/ORA Joint. Recommenaation containea·-numer:ous <: __ • ' 

resource assumptions ana moaeling. conventions· on··whieh·~,alL'act-i:ve'· 
parties agreea. Both ~G&E and ,DRA-proposethat, the-: .Commission. ' 
adopt these uncontested assumptions ,for thisproccedinq.·,N.O: par:ty. 
opposes this recommenaation.. :'.;, .. ,'\,"/"' ~ 

We accept as. reasonable-. all of the, reso~ceassumptions 
which were never contestea by any ,active: party,' or :were ,agreea:to 
prior to the ORA/PG&E Joint Reconunendation. Since PG&E' s':' '. 
uncontestea assumptions were su't:Jjected to scrutiny by a nuxnber.~of,' 

parties ana found· to be reasona't:Jle-, we hereby-adopt"tbose':"'i-;~"'-' 
assumptions. These uncontested resou:z:oce;assumptionsarelistea in 
Appendix E of this aecision, as extracted from·, thecomparison" 
exhi:bit. , " ,.,. 

We also find reasonable those assumptions: which::were 
initially contested among PG&E, ORA, and TURN';' but:agreed::to 

,. 
'" ... ' 

throuqh the Joint Recommenaation and·,ultimately acceptea by-' all 
other active. parties.. We base our conclusion· onboth~ an. overall, , 
evaluation of revenue requirements separately,estimatea:by_the:: -
parties and the estimates reached in the Joint Recommendati,on, .... We: ,., , 
aiscuss these consiaerationsbelow in,·terms of :the' spec·ific,:: . 
assumptionsinvolvea. ,.,,',--; . . '" .,' 

The Joint Recommendation states that the principles", , " . , . 

assumptions, 'or'methoaoloqies unaerlying the speeif:ic: items,.. ",,:' 
aaaressea therein are not, to' be construed as parties";a'ccep:tance. ,o:t:~.:.: .. 
enaorsement of such principles, assumptions:, .or lIlethodoloqi:es.:'"';". ,'", 
Neither are they to be deemed by the .Commission :or .any,·otheX'··enti ty·. :: 
as precedent in any other proceeaingorlitiqati6n·beyonQthls,··'~'. 
proceeding. We accept these . terms insl~far as they pertain: to our 

.'" ','" /', ' ... :. '.:, "~' 
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adoption ,of'asswnptions, in the ,Joint: ::Reco:mmendation which: were .:.:; .'.' ~;"', '., ";,; 
previously. in,disputeamonq: the cosponsors,.o:f; that',exhibit;,;··,-,: -,. 

There were-:a nlll'tlber of assUlIlptions ;embod'ied . in the:"Joint :' . :::' 
Recommendation that were contested by:· other' 'active part"ies..:.For,··., ,~'" 

some of .these. contested, issues" we have not adoptect':the'Joint 
RecoItlInendation's asswnptions. Our.adopted. assumptio:c.s are based, 
upon the merits of the evidence presented byeach..con'ces.ting'party, 
and reach :-a· _,resolution consistent with our findinqs of fact: and·:'" 
conclusions of law. Althou~h we have not-adopted .. the Joint~:, "", 
Recommendation in total, but have deviated on certainpoints,~this: 
does not nullify the remaining portions .ot', the JO'int ,,', 
RecolIllIlendation·. Our conclusion is ·consistent .with· the intent' ot' . ..~ 

the exhibit's cosponsors .~CTr. 32'5). ," .... 
. ,,' ,'. ' •. ' .Or 

3.10 Disussion of Adopted· Resource Assumptions, ' .. ' .:: .' 
,Based on this general framework,. we-will now consider the'

individual resource assumptions. First, we wi·ll cover· the "., 
initially disputed. assumptions which :were ,ul:t:imatcly stipulated' ·to 
unanimously. Then we will resolve the contested assumptions.:-which.: \" . 
were never unanimo1usly. aqreed upon •. 
4 _ Xnitially ,Contested, Assumptions :Finally . 

Agreed to 'OnanimQ!lsly . 
,"'J' 

.I 

~_1 ' ·<7eQtherma1 ~ou.recs: .'. . . .... , : -,-,. . 

4.~.A ;earties'Eosit~, '.': .' . " , ".'. ,",:).', .. '~.:: :" 
,PG&-E 'and DRA. initially disputed .th~ ,estimate for:'stealn~ 

curtailments at PG&E"s Geysers plant. " DRK forecasted' somewhat.'!, .. 
lower. curtailments, of· 36-.7% of total cap,aeity, versus·;PG&E:'.s, 3-9:.7'% 
estimate. The QFintervenors accepted .PG&E'.s, estimate'.:~ ",:~, ',. 

PG&E based 'its curtailmentestilnate·on an·update'.;.froI1'l- its:,., 
forecast in its 1990 ECAC proceeding_ The 1990 forecas.t.was:based·:: '. 
upon studies trom. PG&E's,steam suppliers and reservo-ir consultant, 
in response t<> a 1989 ECAC decision'orderin9' PG&E,.to·:prepaJ:e:" a "',L' ,." 

verifiMle'method of· forecastinqsteam', ,curtailments.; '·.l?G&E., .. 'asserts, 
that no party disputed the·forecast,in·,the 199'0 ECAC...DRA:'s~·~ " . 
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forecast was based upon' a. moresimpJ;'if.!ed<);inear: 'regression ';of '·,four'·; ;:,! 
years of recorded' ' data •.. Given.'theuncerta:inty ~n ":forecastin~ ',stealD."·\·'~ 
curtaillnents, ORA believed its.:linear regress,ion ·proV'ided'a~':~ 
compar~lc level' of accuracy to PG&E"smore.complicated" model,w', "'<" 

The PG&E/ORA Joint Recommendation·resolved this'dispute 
by adopting the PG&E estimate of 39. 7'%'~, Uponcross-examinat'ion,;' 
ORA's -witness noted that the difference between the parties'on this' '. 
estimate was small, and was a beneficial· resolution in '·context~t<>·" 
the overall Joint Recommendation,. ',.' 
4.~.2 . Discussion "', .. 'U,(),~',~' ~ ... ,::> .', .,' 

We will adopt the' Joint Reeommenciation ~s steam",,'·.,',:;;;;,' 
curcailment 'estimate of 39·. 7%.,:' for' a total geothermal:, generation'of,.,'·; 
6,411 gigawatt-hours (gWb). Based upon:: the 'initial' 'evidence' :: '!::, 

submitted, the adoption' ofPG,~E'~s original estimate by tlie ; Joint: 
Recommenciation is. a reasonablla-"resolution, of the parties.:I"'dispute, 
and is unanimously supported... . .• ', '. , " 

4 .. 2c.as curt;ai11!1Cnts...tor OF-In Purposes ' ,., ..... 
4.2.1 Parties'Positi~ " "" '",,' 

PG&E anci ORA forecasteci di.fferent levelS: of ,gas" ',,', 
curtailments in their initial tes.timony;,; ,,:Gas 'curtailments' :,increase 
ECAC revenue requirements sinee curtailed gas 'must' be l"eplac~d"with ' 
more expensive fuel oil.. PG&:e: initially forecastecla fuel:-'o:tl">burn 
of 4.1 million ]:)arrels or $94.6 million ciue to,gas, eurta:ilment·~'· .' 
assuming normal temperatures.. ,ORA:: foreeasted:.a· fuel 'oil :,burn of 
only 2 .. 0 million barrels or $46-.1 million.:· ·The cii'fference ,~ot$48-. 5' " 
million is attributable largely' to ciifferent' estimateS:· ot· ,suppl'ies'" 
from El Paso Natural Gas company·and' storage gas' supplies.';:':' These '. ,", 
supply estimates.. differ, ,by' .roughly "9: billion· ~cub:ic ,feet: (Bef) anci 
12 Bef respectively'_ '", . .,. .~ :~ , . " .. I,J, 

In, the Joint Recommendation; .. PG&Eand 'ORA.' amend'ed,~the'i'r ,':Y.;,J 

positions. to reeonunend oil test burns: ,of· 42 , OOO,':barrels permonthrl~' ,:, 
and gas: curtailment requiring,fuel oil 'burn ,of ''l-ron, 000' barre'l~s. ,-'::'Y.' 

for the fore'cast year~· This represents:: approximately·themicipoi'nt :,~ :',:':~' 
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Detween the original. positions of·; .the .. parties;.: :No-other. ,part:i:es": , .. ' '.: " 
. . & 

disputed the Joint RecommendatiQn'~on~"gas:curtailtnents ·torQF-in:; ;:;'.:"'j, . . 

purposes a The dispute over:qascurtaj;lmentsfor:.QF-in/QF~out<y,:>;; .; .. ,. c '. 
purposes is. discussed separately. ':. . .. ,:. ;. ',,,~:. :':':.)':," .. 

PG&E. used the·. GASOOS' 1I10del to.' . generate its' 'gas: ..::: 
curtailment forecast. The unbundling,of gas .procurement.for;c~,:'· 
noncore customers creates more uncertainty"asto· the' risk·.of:' ... :- .... 
curtailment than. in prior years' ECACs.' ... ,.. .. ;. 

In rebuttal,. PG&E· explained the differences in .' ... 
assumptions between ORA. and PG&Eqas curtailment, estimates..Since . 
ORA and PG&E suDsequently reached agreement on an estimate of gas . 
curtailments in the Joint Recommendation, neither party., 'cross
examined the other. on methodol09.ical. differences. While the Jo·int 
Reconunend.ation: sponsors a gas curtailment estimate·,.··-it>does :not.: " .. 
advocate adoption of either ORA's.or: PG&E's original forecasting. :.':'. 
methodologies. . ~ ..... ::~ ~., 

4.2.2 DiscussiOl) '.; -, , 

·Sinc~the Joint Recommendation estimate~·.falls wi,thin the 
range of original. estimates: of::PGScEand ORA and was'. not:.contestec1·;,· . ~",; 

DY any other party, we find the estilnate to De~ .. reasonable .. ::.-, ':-, ,,;' 
Accordingly, we will adopt the Joint Recommendation estimate ot gas 
curtailments for purposes' of this proceed-ing~ 

As a condition of accepting the compromise on a gas 
curtailment estimate, PG&E agreed. to ,convert the., mainframe GAS DOS:, " _ 

~ • ' I, 

model to a desktop model, and to 'perfo~certain model in<; . 
conversions related to GASOOS as specified in I~em c.~~. of the, 
Joint Recommendation. We, will require, PG&E to satisfy these 
modeling conditions. 
4.~ Commodity Gas Prices' 
4.3.1 'brties" POQtion~ ",' . ", 

All active part'iei' ultimatelY:' agreed' on ~'eomin6dl ti :gas' ::. 
price assumptions. Initially, PG&E, ORA, and TORN all presented 
different estimates of commodity gas prices for ECAC purposes. In 
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preparing, their revised IER' -ealculat'ions,"both::GRA/IEP:and'~ CCC:' "">;",',.,::, 

agreec:l. to ·the -use ,of the 'gas. ',commodity:cprice' 'assumpti'ons' ::in,·:the:' , " ., 
Joint Recommenaation whil'e ,continuing';to;;contest 'the:assumptions< ,,'''~,',~, 
for c:l.ispatch cost and incremental UEG ,cost"., (ExhS:~ 59, ;&: ,60 Y'.' ", 

SuDsequently, PG&E:, 'ORA, and:TURNprepared~a;;Gas':Price 

Joint Recommendation (Exh~ 14) which resolved', 'all ,thed'lsputed'~ 
differences. among thosethreepart'ies.,with, respect 'to 'gas ":priee ,," 
forecasts for the ECAC revenue requirement. " For gas' commodity ,,' 
costs, the Gas Price Joint Recommend'ati'on· ac:loptec:l.the'midpoint 
between the commodity costs from,theorig£nal testimony of: ORA and· , 
TURN ." ' :,,:'~, 

The 

"According to the Gas. Price ,'Jo:i:n~Recommendation 
testimony, the basis for the proposed; prices was that: they '';',;-:,::, 
represented a compromise on 'behalf 'of: "all sponsoring'pan'ies. 
principles, assumptions- and methodologi'es,', underlying' specif.ic' 
issues addressed in this joint exhibit were not to be c:l.eemed·aS:,' 
precec:l.ent-setting in any proceeding.'.)';' :'~:C ' 

A comparison of,' the initial';'anc:l:<final-·recommendat'1ons on 
commodity gas. prices of the ,parties to: the' GaS: Price: Jo'int'" .. ~',:; 

Recommendation are sumxnarized:herewith:' 
Comparison ,of:' Parties.' Positions 

on Gas Erice Assum~ions 

Supply 
SQ}lrce 

s .. W • -Spot" 
-L.T. 

Calif. 
PGT 

2.04' 
2:':04~ 

1 .. 90 
1.81 

1.82 
'1.8& 
1.90 
1.64 

(S/MMB'l'U) 

'2.30' ' 
, " :'~:·2. 2&:,,' " 

2.01 
2.04 

<;"1.95 ' 
. ~ '1.9'3 

1.90 
1.72 

~ ",' '. .. . 

, " ,,', 

" 

The bases for parties' assumptions on., ,co~o~i:=-y"p~,i~.es; ..... :~,._~, 
prior to:the, j oint recommendation. ar~ ~,~, ;follows:..- '""" _,," 

" ,,.. .. ,I, 1./ ~.).. .' </, " • 
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PG&E based its price assumptiollS;·,on·thc""qas:'pricesp""c:,:'. >, ':.,''. 

expected to be adopted in PG&E's 1991 Annual Cos.t':Al1'ocat:i:on~" 

Proceeding" (ACAP) (A.90-08-029),:andmade no,further~adjustluents. 
ORA did not use.ACAPpriceassuxnptions. 'For California 

suppliers, ORA used PG&E's most, recent price-.offer, . reflecting.' an -
11% reduction from current prices.. For·canadian:suppliers,.ORA 
assumed on an interim basis the same,.ll%. redu.ction pending,,~new 
negotiated· prices. For Southwest gas, ORA. computed a" time-'series" 
proj ection of. actual Southwest. gas 'prices, using the most':recent 51, 
months of recorded California border prices. ORA: thenlowered.tbe '.' ' 
computed price by $0.lS34/deeatherm (Oth) .. to reflect'.an expected 
reduction in the. El Paso volumetric rate as testified,to':,by PG&E. in 
the capacity Brokering case (Rulemaking, CR.), 88-08-018)· ... ORA:', 
asserted that Southwest prices have dropped dramatical1y'since'~the 
most recentACAP, . and PG&E's reliance onACAP prices for"Southwest 
gas assumptions had" no foundation. 

TURN's initial testimony, raised, three basic obj.ections .to 
PG&E's gas price forecasts: First, PG&E ignored an<expeeted~23; '; .' 
cents/Oth reduction, in E1 Paso volumetric ,charges.: 'Second,.. iPG&E 
failed· to- reflect its own formal proposal for· a SO centsIDth-; .. " 
reduction in Pacific Gas Transmission-' (PGT) gas." Third"PG&E'. 
improperly assumed the recent gas price drop will not continue , 
beyond spring 1992.',- ". 
4.3.2' DisCQssion ~ ",:, :, 1.~ ~~ .:; 

The',commodity prices in, the 'Gas . Price Joint. . ' .. ' ." ,. ",~,. 

" 

Recommendation fall within the ran9'e proposed by :DRA. and TURN:,; ~ '»:': . 

provide an outcome' which, is.: beneficial,:to .. the'ratepayer,:and·'.:result,)." ... · 
in lower expenses than either ORA'.s '.or"PG&E~s earlier forecasts.,' ":::""::: 
The proposed commodity prices were finally accepted by all active·"":"",, 
parties, and thus we will adopt them for computation,·.of 'the "'gas: '" . 
components of the revenue requirement. , .. ~ " '\' . - , ~,~ 

It '" . '" . 
. ,'. ' 

t' ' ," 
'w' • " . ~ 

.. , .1 '-I " ~ 
. ..... .. '-...... 
',.J " ... 
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4.4 $.RiMing' Reserve Asswnptions~: -' .. ,. .1, 

4.4.1 Earties'-Positions,··'·· " .. ,. ., "::<:';:'" ',.:, ;;;,.; .. ;:' 'c,>:" 

PG&E differed. with ORA anc:lQF: intervenors'; in' their::'" , .:"'~":-:~",~. 

initial testimony· on spinning" reserve'assumptions:;':-'~ PG&:E ,as'sumed a 

7% spinning reserve constraint in its:PROMOO,moaeling':,forweekday 
periods. only,. while assuming 9%" c:luringweekenc:l su:bperiods'~'in:::~ 
October through April anc:l 11.5% for'·weekenc:l~· subperiods' in"May:' 
through September.. PG&E bases . its. estimate on the sim:pleaverage'~' 
of the spinning reserve margins at the' time· 'of, monthly~'peak ' ::' . ' " " .' 
recorc:lcc:l·.'trom· 1988 thorough 1990,. '.' ::",'\ 

oRA,- CCC, anc:l GRA/IEP all assumec:l· a, 7%. spinninq:!.reserve' . 
constraint for ,all periods of the year~ " . Parties . objectec:l to'the~,:,'·; 
use of PG&E's recorded data, because PG&E did; not· adjust' its.:>:'· 
historical data to account for':other', constraints which~would:':: impact'" 
spinning reserve .. These parties argued that: in, pract:i.:ce~i- PG&E 
plans and commits to meet only a 7% spinning reserve.·· The"' 
California Power Pool Agreement requires each member, maint'a'in 
spinning'::reserves of at least 7%. 

Without resolving the merits,'ot, the unc:lerlying·", ,-;' '. 
methodology differences of the parties, PG&E anc:l ORA agreed-; upon a, 
7% spinning-reserve assumption for all· subperiods in the' Joint: 
Recommendation. 

4,4.2 Discussion 
Since the Joint Recommendation resolvec:l this,:,ctispute: in~:-·_ ",:~ 

favor of those parties opposing:-PG&E,' it resulted, in:-unanim'ous 
support for a 7% spinning reserve assumption •. Based,o·on the~·,,·;··: ' 
underlying ',.evidence· and the' resolution ·'by···parties,,· . the': Joint;' . 
Recommendationo1!7% spinning reserve' is reasonable, and:<shall" be':: ,'.~ 

adoptec:l.,. . ' '''. ,., '",~'~.'" ".'.0,:' '- ':::.' " ,:~,'" 

4 _ 5 Fuel, Qil-'Xnvent2D', .' ."" ." .x:.. 
4.5.1 Parties' positi2ns ,', .. , .. '~ ' .•.. , • ~J •• 

,,' 

of,,,,,, • 
• ! ••. ' 

PG&E and ORA initially c:lisputed the estimates for 
resic:lual fuel oil inventory and related carrying costs. PG&E first 
forecasted an average residual fuel oil inventory of 8.3 million 
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i",.,.1 I 

June update .. testimony, PG&E':revised: i ts~ estimates··:to':',S;.'S::lni'l:tion:,', 
barrels of residual ~fuel oil .. " ,,'~::',.':,.:"'/\~ :'" 

ORA . forecasted. 7 .2' :million 'barrels of.resid.ua'J.:::fue~(oi'l: 
inventory •.. Two factors account for the::;difference::(l)'~'diftering~ . 
gas curtailment estimates;-and. (2)' ORA"s:estimated.' &O-d.ay.:inventory , ,r.: 
resupply time ,versus PG&E's 90-day· estimate.' No· : other . party',:.:' 
sponsored ind.ependent estimates: on this. issue .': , ". .. . ." ,.I 

In the Joint Recommendation,. ORA.: and. PG&E resolved"their' 
dispute by proposing an average residual fuel oi1:.inv:entory'of 8: .. 3-

million barrels, without making any explicit assumptions:,.as~to the 
exact, nUlUberof,' inventory resupply d.ays und.erlying:the"estimate. 
4 • ..5: .. 2 . Discussion ", '.::.,:: ' .. 

Since' no other party I disputed this estimate " . and -:i t '.':falls'· ". 
within the range of ORA's and PG&E":searlier estimates;.: we,:',will ...• ' . 
adopt it for use in this proceeding.' This·:resolution.el:ilninates 
the need to make findings on the resupply.dispute ':for purposes.-o'f 
this proceeding, and is consistent-with the gas curtail-ment .:. 
estimate we have.adopted. ",;,', ' ...... . 

We will likewise adopt the Joint ,Recommendation'~s i.':". .' 

estimates for an average distillate inventory of <1:31:,000' barrels .. ·· 
This results in a total average inventory.of 'S,435·,000·,·barreJ:s,.· and· 
a residual oil peak inventory of·,S,,9S7.~000\'barreJ;s..' . ,,,'(.:: . 

We will also adopt~th~Joint Reco:mxnendation:'.'s ,assumption. e 

on inventory carrying costs, based upon a 6.24% commercial paper, 
interest rate which reflects ORA's original assumption"and'.-is'· ," _ <:.-'. ., 
consistent with 'a . downward interest rate trend, since ·.,PG&E~-s;';·initial 
filing (Tr •. ·3'39-,). ,.,' ~; .. -. '..' .':,.~.:.;!,;:,~-:,,; 
4.6: Irrigation District Expenses .'. ",,'J '., >·'1.,,..·.·: 

4.6:.1 Parties" PoSitigD§ ... ", ,.' ... -;. ,.- ~"'. .' '.'; 

ORA initially proposed a reduction .,of'.$4-7,:~7:S·'2:,9'OOI;·.in'the ;,;,.,d 

ECAC/AER revenue requirement to remove certain purchased .power :: .. '~. '::--,;') 
costs it believed were improperly included. (Exh. 10.) ORA claimed 
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PG&E was erroneously. recording" the·: fixed\bond payments~:and fixed; , ' . ' . 
and variable :¢&Mpayments related to-energy: and !irnv;capacity ,,.;,':: .' 
purchases from irrigation districts in Federal Energy! Regulatory , 
Commission (FERC),' Account 555 . (Purch.ased:'Power): •. '. : ORA "concluded 

.,..-., ,,' 

•. I."j 

these costs .were 'improperly. included·:·in the',.ECAC":proceeding, .citing": 
0.850731,. which'.indicatea that Nfixed. :.chargesNwere ·to be"excluded ',' 
from ECAC recovery.. Likewise, ORA-proposed exclud.ing·~irrigation', 
district expense allocated to purch.ased· water for,;'powerfrom :' 
ECAC/AER recovery. ORA concluded,..however;:tbat''''PG&E:i's not 
precluded, from applying to recover. these :'expenses in its: next',:; 

,,~. -. " .. 
. ' ... 

General Rate case.'" , ... , ,'" ... ".', . ", 
PG&E opposed DRA's proposal' (Exh.·'lS)·r 'stating::that the" .,;i: 

charges have been included by the Commission as part ot.·ECAC'·tor .... '· 
several years, that 1:he costs are 'legitimate,capacitY':cba'rges 
warranting ratepayer ' recovery,. and:that DRAproposed:~no:·,transition 
mechanism. to provide recovery, of th.e' eh.argesuntil PG&E~s 19-93·test,:.-· 
year general: rate-:ease:-CGRC):.: '.' ',. :::,:' '~';.' 

In the Joint Recommenclation r PG&E, andORA,:reacbed.:a,.:: ;"" 
mutually agreeable resolution of this dispute. ," PG&E withdrew its':' 
opposition to the proposed removal of the,charges"froniECAC~ 
provided that the Commission . agrees that -the .removal'would:'not':take "'," 
effect until "January ~, ,~993-, 'at~whieh time these,costswou:td;begin 
to be recovered as part of· PG&E ~ s 'Base Rate Revenue . Amount'::iri ,£RAM .. ' 

In the interim, the costs w01:1d continue ·;to ',:be' recovered,;in"'ECAC 
rates. ' .','::C,~, ,': ..•.• ',: ... ' 

4.6.2 12iseussion ."". '., t::.:·;c: ,:;-,,-;: .'u, 

" ,.'There ",is no :c:1.ispute over the::reasonableness :~"of:~the::::',~ ".:';, .:: '~r:~=' 

irrigation district costs. The Joint Recommendation rea'ches":,a" ,,:':. .... ,. 
reasonable resolution of the dispute over, ,the proper,recovery.~:~::---·'_ ... ,:~,:.:~ 
vehicle for the costs and provides a transition/period to~aJ:'J:ow,., .: .. -.) .", 
PG&E'continued . recovery of the:chargesthrough ECAC until. the next 
GRC test year .• " . "',' , .. - ,-' ,,", """"."'" 

/.~ .... : , \ -.10'. ,. _' ~ ';_ 

, . 
" -'.~ - I " , 
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'l'headoptioXl ot, . the J(;rint ·Recommendat"ion.'.on; this,'"issue' .':". 
eliminates the- 'need to adj.uc:ticate- . the ':unc:lerlyin9"'merits .o~ : the.''': ': 
arguments.·o.f PG&E .or DRA ... We need .simply:notethat the' recovery' of:' 
the costs throuqh ECAC in' this proceedinq' with transfer; to ,base I 
rate recovery beg.inniXlg January 1,.. 19"9'3 will not disadvantage: . 
either ratepayers or shareholders. 

Accordingly, we adopt the· Joint . Recommendation '.S:· proposal' ' -, 
that effective January 1, 19-93, the' O&Mexpenses not·· related: to the', 

purchased volumes. of water and power,plus.the ,fixed costs:<. 
associatecl with the irrigation 'district contracts will' be recovered ,. 
as part· of PG&E's Base Rate ,Revenue Amount in ERAM...PG&E:will, 
include forecasts of these expenses. in .the Notice" of Intent ':for-its. '. 
test year 1993 GRC. As requested by the j oint parties,' we will 
adopt an. estimate of $54·,.05S:~ 300. for irri9ationdistrict expenses ' .. 
for this proceedinq, which includes the costs ,DRA.had: proposed :to . 
disallow.· ,PG&E .will be- . permitted' to seek' recovery of: the::expenses 
associated. with irri9'ation: district contracts ,for.Novemberanc:l ' 
Oecember ,l9,93 in its 1992 ECAC proceeding, .. 
4 .. 7 NCPA Sales, ' , '. ,: "', " 

. The Northern California Power Aciministration ,(NCPAris·a· 
resale customer, of PG&E.. DRA',s ,Forecast' Report (Exh.(, ,9-,.,(Ch. ,,12,:" ',
pp. 12-l3) stated. that sales to NCPA areFERC-jurisc:lietional::anc:l, 
that no revenues from NCPA are in PG&E's filin9- On, rebuttaJi,.:""PG&£:. 
noted that while the text of ORA's report does not reco9nize~·them,' , 
the ORA Forecast Report, Part, I, Table ~6-2-: did incluc:le: the ,total 
$92 :tlillion,of·revenue from Oesiqnatec:l;5alesTransactions forecast 
by PG&E." PG&E also provided DRA ,with., a: costlbenefit, stuay::;,ofthe~ ',.", 
NCPA off-peak energy sale as agreea upon in PG&E' So: 1990. ECAC,_' . 
proceeding ~ Accordingly, ORA anc:l, PG&E'~ j o-intly recoxn:mend:: that· .. the' 
Commission fina that it is reasonable~totreat the NCPA oft-peak 
energy, sale -as a Designated sales Transaction ·in'this.,proceed'ing.,· 

r '," 

',,,,: <~ ~-. "' '.~"(~ 
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supplies._ Based upon PGStE's· assmnption. of, 'l,.oo:t: Southwest'spot gas 
for increl!lental noncore· demand,.. .CCCand:GRA/IEP initial:J.Y"a'dvocated~', ". 
using': the .same- 100% assumption for the" dispatch,cost.,The :Q,Fs:" ,', . 
subsequently revised their position to, reflect; a,7S/2S::m'ix ,of :
Southwest/PGT' gas for both dispatch andincre:mental noncore', ' 
purposes. Although they still argued,for consistent assumptions, 
they were persuaded by PG&E"s arqwnentsthat less than 1,OO%',of 
Southwest gas would be used for dispatching .. 

PG&E denied any inconsistency in its. treatment" 
explaining,that the gas source used 'in daily dispatch~decisions 
serves an entirely different purpose than the gas used: to~'det'ermtne' 
monthly UEG usage above core suDscription volumoS:.'l'he latter 
source is based on the overall volume of gas. purchased·over' the 
course of the entire year., It is not, merely the 'sum; of, goas taken 
daily on an incremental basis. ' ",:::,":.," 

According toO PG&E, the 6St:' 1 imi t on core subscription',' qas. " 
is only a seasonal and monthly'J:imitation: while"PG&E'expects ··to; 
have significant flexibility on a daily: basis.· core'subscription, 
can be on the margin on a daily basis (Tr. 140). PG&E also;;noted: 
its anticipation of purchasing' gas from, various sources: ,in ;addition 
to core" and Southwest gas. For: these: reasons, P~&E: argues'that: 
intervenors' assumption that dispatch gas comes l~OO%: from,· Southwest . 
spot. purchases, is unfounded., , , 

5.1. 3 -- DisCJlSsion." '. '.< :;"" c· ,,:,,_ 

" We first address' the dispute over: the, dispatch'price. \, 
PG&E actually presents. . two separate.~ argu:ments.torebut"intervenors1 .. 1"', 

assumption about the source of ciispatchgas-. " First,: ,it' cites th'e," ,": , 

supply availability of sources other than Southwest spot· gas, for: ',. 
dispatching. Second, it cit~s' its-flexibility, to:':dispatch core" I'",' 

supplies, as the marginal fuel on certain ciays. Based-' 'on 'the 
evidence. as discussed uncier "Incremental Noncore' Gas.'·Supply''':\ below, . 
we agree with PG&E that it is reasonable to assume clispateh 
supplies will not come exclusively from the Southwest spot market. 
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there' wasno"opposi tion~ to: the'PG&E ,and, DRA:'j:oint '~'-,; -" :~; , ": ' 
request, and we, will ,accordingly grant, it, ·as retlectcd'11nl )-;otir <:.' .... ' 
adopted resource assumptions... :.' ',::: ,', "", -<' .,~,.,., ;>:;:',,; 

~- Contested ..AsSllmption:z " ~ , . 

In this~section, we discuss'thoseasswnptions'which were 
not unanimously agreed to aS'a result·ot the ORA' and PG&-EJoint' 
Recommendation, and present our adopted resolution;","" ,.' "'"', -
:Eel As;gmtionsfor Ga~....Di§Patcb and'IncrementalGa~', 

There was considerable controversy over' the proper ' 
assumptions for the gas dispatch price tor electric generation. 
On one side of the dispute were PG&E; ORA; arid TORN', the:·partJ:es '·to· 
the Gas Price' Joint, Recommendation. On the other side' wore ·'QF ' 
intervenors, :CCC and G'RA/ IEP. 

~, . , 
'," 

The QFs disputed both' the sources:o,f dispatcn :9as ··and' the " , 
cost elements to be included thorein. 'rhG'QFs. also. cla'l:med ,thero' .. -
should be a linkage between the sources ot ,dispatch gas. ,'and· "·the .,' 
sources for incremental noncore·gas.;. 
5.1.1 Sources of Gas for Dispatch and· 
___ ,.&,;tor Incremental NMscQrc SupPU 

.'" .. -
".j • I 

.' " , '-' .. 

:E .1.2 Pyrties' Position~ .. " 
, The Gas, Price Joint Recommendationasswned, a::SOISOm.ix'o!, 

Pacific Gas Transmission (PG'l') and Southwes.t s.pot gas' tor' ";',' ',I. 

dispatching purposes. It also as.sumed that incremental nonoore' gas 
supplies for utility electric generation will be derived 10'0% from ' 
Southwest sp¢t gas.. PG&E is limited to 'taking a maximUInof.'65%' of ' 
its A~forecast electric generationrequirements.~tromo the' core ""e, 

portfolio per 0.90-09-089. Thus, if UEG requirements.' dif·fer'from, 
those ,forecast,., only Southwest gas will. make up the~:dit-ference, 
based on PG&E's asswnptions_ ','; :;:.,' ,:<:<:. ',',;; 

Both: CCC an;d GRA/IEP arquedit i~inconsistent 'to',make~·,:·:),:~>:',: 
different assumptions about'the source. ofincrernental, "noncore gas' 

, 
versus mar9inal gas, used for electric dispatch •. ·They,propose: that'/ '. ,,'. 
the dispatch" cost reflect the same assumption asfor:"noncoreg;!~s ,', 
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We conclude,· however, ,that, these: adc:litional:supplies;, are'-::available 
from thenoncoret1EG market, ,ancl, that it.-,is:. not,;necessar.:i.;lY,1-, ,:".'-:-
appropriate to assume that core supplies are' used. for marginal ;:;'l.,·,,' 

dispatching. ,,;;.; .,\ :') . ..; ........ ,"', 

Although scheduling flexibility could theoretically allow 
some core volumes te> be on the margin,.'.PG&E failed to: demonstrate 
how such flexibility j.ustifies its. assumption that fully oSO%',::,ot -the
time, cheaper Canadian gas will be available on· the<'margin'anc:l;~ :' 
dispatchable. (,rr. 1--60.),,' :.' t 

PG&E aclmitted that its 50150 :'assuxnption ,refl:ected:'the' 
lack of certainty as- to' the true mix of gas sources for dispatch- ,.'. 
purposes.- As. PG&E's witness Slni th stated: "Webel:ieve ,50-S.O "'is ' 
probably a better estimate. 75-25 may be reasonable .. , ::~But ,r:i;ght ',' 
now we just don't know exactly where we ,stand, except -as:- II -said, we 
certainly do not expect it _to be Southwest qas :to"O % , o,f:the-.: ,-. ":;, 
time." (,rr. 161.) PG&E' s witness was un~le to provide' an:· 
asseSSlnent that a 50/50 mix was any more -plausible than .a: :,75,1'25 ' mix, a 
for dispatch purposes. ('xr. 161 .. ) , 'J -": .. :::. :-:: .. 

The uncertainty expressed. by' PG&E's own -wi tnes's- as,'t'o -how"

actual dispatchinq would proceed raised further questions: as:,:"'toth'e 
reasonableness of assWIling core gas as, a dispatch, source:. ·,·PG&E 
de7nonstrated no- empirical quantification linkinq,theamount:o:£time 
that core· gas would- be on the- dispatch:'marqin with its' 50l50:'" ", 

Southwest/PGT-- mix. assWIlption. In . any event,: __ even· it soma core, qas. 
were assU1l\ed' in the dispatch rate, PG&E1s claimed 50%avaiJ:ability::, 
of PGT qas for. dispatchinq appears overstated,.. given the-re-l:ative'-, 
scarci ty of such cheaper qas .. 

PGScE, warns of the· scarcity of PGT\-canadianqas rel:ati ve· ..... , ,-, 
to Southwest gas in Exh. 1: "It Canadian supplies, are les's'.:-,,~ 
expensive than those from' the- Southwest, then, customers', with: higher 
transportation priorities will use all available interruptible:' 
capacity from Canada and the only interruptible capacity. .available ,- " 
for PG&E's electric generation will, be-from the Southwest,~"::~;,.We',S:ee ",'~' 

- 2S -
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no :z::eason-why PG'I', supply scarcityapplicablc' 'co·>.noncore'·volumes:: ·~I:;.:. 

will not 'also: reduce· 'the.' availability' o£ PGT,: gas' at. least>to.;,'some.·::·· 
degree for: dispatch. purposes. According to' TURN',: core·volU!nes;. ,,
(including .PGT Canadian gas) arEt assumed to· be the first throl.lgh 
the pipeline (Tr. 142), further suggesting a,less-than-even chance' 
of PGT gas being on the margin during: ·the year.'" " 

If we-- were to accept PG&E's, argument that the core: 

volumes will be. on the dispatch ·.margin, we should also consider the 
resulting' costs. associated with lost flexibility •. For core~'gas.~to 
be on the margin, PG&E would have to exceed its . average limit ~of" . 
65% of demand on certain days'.'l'he excossdaily core ·takes-beyond 
65% would require PG&E to. take less than.65% of demand from~:core 
gas on a subsequent day in· order to 'stay within the seasonal and··. 
annual 65% core limits. Thus, by dispatching core-· gas. on' ",given· 
day in excess of its average 65% limit,. PG&E would be: reducing.-its· 
future flexibili t~t to dispatch cheaper .cOre gas .at a later date. 
There is no indication PG&E factored in the effects of this lost" :.' 
flexibility in assuming core,volumes are:on,the dispatch margin. 

On· this basis, although itmaY,betheoretically:.possiblc' 
tor PG&E to take daily core volumes as its . marg.inal·'fucl:, it:is not 
evident that it would necessarily ·becost-eff~ctive .. to, do',so',:.-', 
considering the lost opportunity to:take.futurecore gas." CCC's 
brief warned of an example where' dispatching core gas~as.a marginal. 
fuel may not reflect true economic opportunity. cost, ,and ·could:·· ". 
cause nonoptimal dispatching .over time:"'For .. exaxnple·,..if.PG&E; 
chose to forego a non-gas. option, early in. tbe month, .. that .is .more.· 
expensive than the use of core 9as supplies':'Dut less' expensiv&:,than, 
use of the noncore 9a$ supplies, PG&E·could. miss the) opportun.ity.: to: 
reduce its total. monthly costs by usin9 both the' . less, expensive ;~..:.. ''':.'' 
core supplies and. the less expensive· non-ga.s::alternative-,·' which:. xnay:.'.":"~' 
not be availal:>le once PG&E reaches. its. ,65% core limitation.:" .. :,r:,;) ..... : .... : .• 

Thus, even. if core quantities arC'"; dispatched:on· .. the ;." .. ,.~, .. '~ ... :-:: 
margin on a given day, using theeore price: .. for:: dispatchpurposes~:':,,),>:.,'::" 
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ignores the costs of: lost· flexibi.l.:ity 'to.:·take tuture: core 'supp);::tes';': ;;:,:: 
PG&E's .,flexibility in, daily·;'d·ispatchinq...:o,t,core'voJ:umesYdoesn:"t~·~:·';:' .: .....• , 
change the tact that core'vol1llnes :are\'~in rea1ityf:ixed:over) the: "':'\",:. 
forecast'.year. :: Increased fle::dbility on,some days ·must:: b'e-yot'tset· .... 
by reduced flexibility later on other.'·days~:· .. ," ... ' 

Given the al:love considerations,;': we cannot reasonably, 
assume that PGT gas will be on the 'dispatch margin 50%. o,t, the time, 
nor c:an we assume core qas should be inclllded for' co:mputinq~ -the·:·' 

dispatch cost of qas. While we agree: that: ·itis. reasonable~:~to·,·, . 
assume at least some non Southwest gas. will· be available ',:for~ . 
dispatch"we conclude that suchaddi tional 'supplyt'le:lCibil·i ty·' 
should be drawn tirst from noncoresupplies.,.,notthe core 

portfolio. This will help te>' avoid depleting the ·"finite~'sv.pplies', 
of cheaper core gas prematurely... We conclude'· that:'the' most: 
defensible assumption is that' dispatch ,fuel' will--' come: from' :noncore 
incremental. sources.. We will adopt this assuxnption;:for· dispatch 
purposes. .. ' .~) :~';. 

.......... ' . . .j.. . ~ " 

To determine the dispatch mix, . we must· ·then 'reso1 ve>the:: ' ...... 
related dispute over the appropriate source(s) of: incremental 
noncore gas~ We take up this topic next.:·: . 
5 - A_ 4 Incremental Noncore Gas .SUpply '., 

Although PG&E, ORA,' and TORN 'assume that 

' ..... ' \, ... ' 

lOO% of,; noncore 
incremental gas comes :from Southwest spot 'sources, •• these:part"ies" 
testimony leads to a conclusion; that ',a,t:1east some noncore UEG' 
demand will be met from.·· sources other than the Southwest .. : .;As:., •.•.. 

stated in 'l'ORN.'S' opening brief, '''PG&E will- have the:>'option·"o·f., .. , " 

" 

purchasing canadian gas ,from 'shippers' on PGT" S interruptib1:e;' queue' :- ":-:.' 
as part'of its noncore procurement.'"Also, PG&Ein Exh:~:·lS.: states, 
"In addition tc>-· ••• core·gasand qas':from the·Southwest,~:the::-'·· .. ;" ;',,; 
electric department anticipates' participating in" various ,.' >" 

additional gas- sources. PG&E, further admits "the ·c1:etails:.of;· the " 
purchases from the Southwest and" other' supply sources':' (generally 
referred··to as ,the tTEG' portfolio) have not been·.' finalized:." ':',' 

- 27 - ". 
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DRA~s.: w~tness: . Hallman:", likewise, conceded,:that"7not(all-:::."-'<' :" . .:,' ~ 

incremental noncoregas· is necessarily from.,.the'.Southwest:= (~en::' '.' 
it comes to the revenue requirements •• .'.I,,,.could,·go~··hal!',!:and, "hal't:r~~or:·'· 
some percentage of PG'I' beinq on the margin •.•• ;"('l'r.:J:8S;-,)".'· -'7 ,. ::.~' 

,5.~.5 Discussion:, \"~'.:'" " .. ," -:'.~. ,:.~;':' 

'I'hese facts are inconsistent, 'owith'-:PGGcE "'s ,assumption that 

100% of incremental noncore UEG·gas comes from the Southwest.:. .' 
Thus, even apart from intervenors'arquments as to the~:nee<i:tor .. ' '.', 
consistency-between dispatch andnoncore gas,. the',:evidence':,shows' 
that PG&E"s 100% Southwest gas assumption tor incremental"noncore·'·.". 
qas is unrealistic. '-. ,.~T,.<.>_.~ 

Althouqh PG&E's 10,0% Southwest~ spot price assumption..for 
noncore gas is. unrealisticallyhiqh,:itdoes suggest that.' at ,'least;·.:: ,.' 
more than half of, noncore ,incremental supplies .will come,.,-froZ!t; the',' 
Southwest,. given core customers" priority claim-. on .,cheaper,PGT;'gas..;·, " 

'I'helack of certainty over·both dispatch and ,incremental 
gas sources in light of gas ind.ustry restructuring makes it 
difficult to develop estimates for either .variabl·e." . Although',.the, . 
evidence indicates. it is unrealistic to assume 100%. 'southwest gas 
for either incremental noncore or· dispatch' purposes" weare: also" 
convince~. that PGl' gas will be less available than Southwest· .goas, . 
for either of ,these two- purposes. ,We·will therefore' ,adopt~ a~ lni-x' of 
75% Southwest :9as and 25% PGT gas both . foX') determining ,the-: ,_ ,,' : 
incremental noncore OEG supply and for computing the dispatch. gas 
price. In this. respect, we agree: with: PG&E· thatsources-. other than 
the Southwest. will be available:for,,:dispatch-ing,;. ,.but ·conclude·) .they-, 
will co;ne. from noncore sources, and will be l.ess available": .than \ ':':.;-~ ' .. ' 
Southwest gas. . " ': .,.! .. , •• '. ""~ '. ,_ ::"',' ;.;,< 

The, ad~pted mix represents ,the midpoint:, between ~' ". ' .. _ ',: (: 
assumptionso,f either no PG1' ,gas, versus equality of :PG'I'" and.::- '~':.' "': 
Southwest gas, and reflects' the uncertainty of supply, sources_in 
light of gas industry .restructuring· •.. ,.It:.further: ... balances the: :,~:':", 
influences of (1) PG&E's flexibility to take gas sources other than 
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Southwest .. spot· gas·both. ·for dispatchJ.ng;'~and· noncore:: procurement 
against, (2') the . relative supply scarc:ity:ot cheaper"gas.~:(';· '~.:.':':"," ','. 
5.2' Cost Elemen:ts to· Include in -DiSRlltcb :ex::ic~· ;' , '. :.~ '.' .-
5.2.1 Parties' Positicms, , , ~ ,:;, , , ,.,.:; ' .. .• J ..... , 

The other maj or controversy over gas dispatch assumptions' " ." 
involved the treatxnentof cost",elements :to include in the 'dfspatch 
price. The dispute centered on whether:'to include PG&E's UEG· " 
Tier II transport rate (a utility Electric'Generation 
interdepartmentaltarift rate componentYand'on the'app:z:opri'ate< 
factor for gas shrinkage. .,Parties··to the Gas Pri-ce 'Joint' ' , 

Recolnlnendation exclude PG&E's tTEG Tier II rate fromtheclispatch 
price' and estilnate gas shrinkage at' 4'%~: CCC and GRAj'IE'P" instead 
advocate the Tier II rate be<includedin'the di-spatcn cost and al:s'o",:-:, 
estimate shrinkage at 3..s.t~ 'In add-it:i:on,-GRAfIEP"' included ,;': 
brokerage ~ees 'and: franchise' anduncollectibles: fact'ors' ':i:n' . its -' 
dispatch calculation. We will discuss each of- thes'e :·factors.', in 
turn. . ~ ~"-' ... . . " , ,,' 

S. 2.2 . Tier' :rXRa,te Treatment., 

...... 

TheUEG'Tier II rate is based·on~·'gas system: c'ost·':-: .' . .i ':'.:' ' .•.••• , 

estimates adopted· in PG&El's general· rate case and· . attrition' rate 
adj ustlnents-~ ancl alloc:ated:axnong, ,gas, customerelasses :'in :AcAPs:~ -; , 
The Tier II, rate paid: by the electric department: 'is a· 'variable,l "," 
transportation 'Charge based:- on the:'tota"l' vc>lWn~ of,:"gasit :;';' ,,'" 
purchases.' < ", ',' ':.::"':'.:'" •• ' •• 

' .. CCC and GRA/IEP argue that: the: Tier II: rate-"belongs'in " "',' 
the dispatch' price since i tis an avoidable· cost· to- thc'el:eetric : " 
department'that::varies with theaxnourit ofgastakeneachmoinent.':" , <, 

PG&E argues that the Tier II rate is merely an artificial·'transfer:~;""::<·: 
price between the electric and ga's departments', and" :incluae:s a 
portion of the "fixed" costs of owning i 'operatin-g ana' maintaining : . " .. , . 
PG&E's gas system. According; to. PG&Eand TURN, . from the ,'. ,:: , 
perspective of combined: gas and, electric- departm'erit's',> T'llcr Ir~ 

~ .. ',., 
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related. costs. are not ·avoielable, anel,thu:s, ... 'shoul<icnot,"enter into·',' .", . ",', 
gas elispatch: costs.. .." ': ,:) .... ~.'( ..... ' ..... ':;." ";':'.:' <): .. :~':- :;',,;,::/:,,: 

. PG&-E anel 'l'ORN argue' that, the- Co:m:m.ission "sNone-companY" 
policy requires that· dispatch priees be establi-shed.. based"upon-'; 
one-company system .. costs ra.ther. than electric. departxnent '.cos.ts:' 
The goal of the one-company policy·i:;.:, to lJdnimize overall::cos.ts . 
considering' both gas anel electric customers'~ As' such,: the::. <

interdepartmental.Tier II transfer' price would not be treated as a 
component of . the dispa.tch cost, since'it is" not, an avoidable cost" 
viewed from the perspective of the combined gas anel-.electric .system,' . 
costs. PG&E ana. 'I"CmN further arC]Ue that' includ.ing the Tie.r·.~·II rate'· 
in the dispatch price' merely increases. theIER: and- revenue':. . ' . 
requirement without providing any real benefit to ratepayers. 

CCCand GRA/IEP'responel that.the one-company approach 
should be abaneloneel in reference to· electric. dispatching', ,. .' 
assumptions, because it creates- an' artificial price. signal" upon .. , 
which· PG&E. bases elispatch' decisions. They, also. argue that' the' .. 
one-company approach is inconsistent with the 'Commission's.: . 
procompeti ti ve goals, particularly with respect to; the': current 
restructuring of the gas' industry. According to these', intervenors,' 
an understatement in the' dispatch price may lead .·to. use·ot"less" 
economical generation sources, would subsidize:. the gas . department., . 
in a anticompetitive manner, and.would·,conflict·. with state· and 
federal la.w by paying QFs less thanPG&E's:fullavoideel.costs. 
5.2.3 Disgussigp 

The- purpose of the dispatcb.,.:asopposed:to the col1lltlodity,.. 
cost of gas is to measure the avoidable,., or .. incremental.: costs at .~ . , , 
stake relative to dispatch choices among alternative resources. 
Accordingly, fixed: commodity, charges are. not ,properly included in " 
the dispatCh cost. since. theY' do not',change as a.result" of; ."::., ,." " 
dispatching alternatives. The proper dispatch price is essential';, .' 
to determine the' proper sequence- in' which resources. shou·ld:. be 
dispatched.to· provide-:most, ,efficient generation costs:charged--to··.·c : .. ' 
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cus.tomers.. The correct eiispatch': price is: also ~:, needed to·, forecast' ,;: : , ,~. ':' 
the proper prices for power sources from QFs and other:purchased~ ;, .. : ,;;','.) 
power suppliers whose'payments/are based: upon' PG&E."s system::'avoided 
costs. We' have evaluated parties' arguments regarding; the: .•. ,;.,," 

treatment of, the Tier II rate with these~ considerations:' ,in· mind' .. ~:"· :.," 
We have also consieiered parties.' ,opening anei reply comments to the' 
proposed decision. of the AJ.:J relative to this issue. " 

CCC and GRA/IEP have not provided':compelling reasons to- ' 
justify inclusion of the Tier II rate~,; PG&E, TORN'"and, ORA.. have' 
shown that inclusion o.f the Tier II'; rate would actually increase 
ratepayer: costs. We conclud.e that, Oft, ):)alance'~·· it>: is": not· I'~" •• ,' 

appropriate to-include the Tier. II rate'in the dispatch cost 'of:: 
gas. .. ". ,. '/ I ',' :'~ . \ .. " : ,,: . ,,' .. ~.~.: ',: ' . 

We rill consider, each of the' aZ'gument~ presentecr:,by 
parties relating to, Tier II treatment; in turn." As to"the··,arqument· ." 
that exclusion of the Tier. II' rate' creates' an' artificial' price" .' .. :. .',", 
signal, we disagree. It is true" that' the Tier :II··rate,· itself,,; 'is- : 
volumetric and'is billed to· the electric department, based::on·.:actual .. 
units of gas' transported. . However,·· the. underlying" transportation·", 
co.sts incurred' by PG&E to eieli ver· gas. for· electric generation":: are, 
fixed, not variable. The exclusion of, the"Tier II rate·trom:ithe'·)~:· 
dispatch cost· realistically recognizes. that the' actual transport., . 
costs associated electric department: gas· purchases are" not,' ,.; ' .. 
avoidable. relative to the company as a 'Whole. Only" ifwe'-::asswne 
the electric department is a separate entity from the gas· >'~',:'''""' I'" 

department can the argument be made'thatexclusion·otTier'II 
creates an artificial dispatch:price:siqnal ... 

In o.rder to treat: gas' transport: charges as:·an'avo-idable ',,, . 
. " '.,. 

cost, we would have to. ignore' the. fact 'that ·the::electric: ,' ... , .... ;:.:: 
d.epartment's transport cos.ts are ultimately 'part ,of"the, total.'~,-·f,i:.:ecl " .' .... 
corporate costs of PG&E. We would '.have" to·' abandon '. our: long 
standing policy of· minimiz inc; ratepayer. charges by· s'ltting revenue 
requirements based upon costs' incurred by the' company, as: a··;whole~ 
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This :leas:t~cost :policy has been traciitionally described a's::t:he 
"one-company'" approach •. ' CCCand' GRA/ IEP': >do: 'not: 'dispute;"<that:' under;' , . 
the on~company perspecti ve r : the' gas: . transport· :costs=incurred) ,by '":.: 
PG&E are fixed. Rather--, they argue that'weshould~ not:applythe"" 
one-company policy in this instance.... . They advocate: ,that: we\ 'aband'on:' .. 
the "one-company" approach on, the basis that it." is incons:i:stent<, , 
with our proeompetitive goals, particularly in, the·\context-·'of' 'gas' 
industry restructuring. '. .. ,.," '.:. : ',.. ., 

We .. find no basis in ou.rgas. restructuringrules.:. t'o:' .'~' .. 
abandon our longstanding.' one-company~ policy. with 'respect to :' ,::.' ':: .. ', 
intercompany transfer payments for : gas: transport .. '" Our"'gas ,::.:; " 
restructuring rules adopted inD.90-09-089~provide' a. 'framework· for,: 
the electric department to- procure·,.its~gas.·compet·itively as':"a 
separate entity'trom the gas department.. As PG&E'states.:;."after . 
August·.l, 1991, PG&E will dispatch its electric pl'ants baseCiron th'e'" .:' 
incremental cost. of ,gas faced by the electriedepartment"·:rathe:r- ',,;. 
than by the . corporation' as a whole·.·.This··is a consequence'.of·gas:'··· . 
industry restructuring." (Exh. lS,,. , p.: .. BTS-l.) PG&E'sreference~' " ." 
however,. iso, to the tact. that the :.electric:· department:::mus.t·:now: limit 
its purchases of core subscription gas to 65-% of its requirexnents'~' 
The remaining: 35% is to come' from. noncore;, ·sources •. :, 'l'hus~ :'the 
dispatch. cost of gas faced bytbe electric',department ... necessarily, ' . 
will differ from the core portfolio: costs' faced by the·coxnpany:asa· : 
whole •. .., ..... , ... '. 

The . same distinction does ". not' :apply: relative "·to"·gas .:.' : -- '. 
transport, which the Tier II rate' covers..: .. Unlike:~procurement/i·the'-: 

transport~0f' ·gas ,is not subject to competition •. PG&E's::-'9as:.·' ". 
department, is- currently the ,only source, for transportin9"~ 'al:l.:.· -' 
electric: depannent gas purchases.. GRAlIEP .and('CCC'havc"not',:;:-: ':.',~, "', . \:':~ 
demonstrated how minimizing costs to ratepayers through:::'excJ;usion t' ::;;' ; .• ;.;:, 
of Tier II :transport charges' in ·.:tbe ~·dispatch. price-eonfJ:icts.;~:wi th 

our procoxnpetitive goals .. · ., ', .. 
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Thus, .there., is , no basis' totreat .. the<el:ectric ~depa't'tment';':Y~' 
as separate:; ,from,· the- gas ,department',;w.i the ,respect, to,: ~transport':"'of·':' '" '. :":< >, 

gas in the context of our'precemp~titive ,geals.~~;'The:'f'act':that:-'the: ',' 
second tier· of ,the .. 'electric ,depart:Jnent transpert; ra,te' is- ;volumetric 
is me:r;:e-ly. an,aJ:::tifact of our ratemaking... It was: net 'eur,intent::in' 
designing- Tier ,II -as a volUlnetrie rate ,that. itbc',used"'te::penaliz'e' 

ratepayers with higher rates •. The.· Tier II' rate does. not·: create . 
competi tien with respect to' gas transpert _ It dees not'~ 'change the ' .' 
fact that PG&E ,as·a whole' incurs, zerO' incremental.transport'cests 
as a result of clispatching a marginal unit·, of gas.':Accerd'1ngly~:;-
we reject the argument that we' sheuld::abandeneur 'ene-cempany~'":'''' 
policy- in the,.,.treatment ef the Tier' II.'rate because of .. a.ny·).' ~~ .:::.' " .. '" 

perceived cenflict with eur gas restructuring geals.;,>·On"a broader' 
basis, a change in eur lengstanding ene-cempany·pelicy could'ra'ise' 
generic concerns affecting' ether utilities er ether conteXts. ,. where-
the ene-eempany, rule weuld apply_ ' We"'hesitate, te·repudlate such:--:a .. 
fundamental, ratemaking principle', absent,;)a-mere cemprehens'ive':" rec'erd' 
en the generic implications. of cbanging eur> one-company..-pol,icy and,··' 
its relationship to ether Cemnission goals among all Cali'fomia,', .:' 
utilities. .. ' .'. 

',,... .,1 • I '. ':, ',< \ .. : .' I.' '.~ ~ .~' :,) 

We' are:alse unpersuaded _Qy:·,the::arqument:,ef" CCC,anCl';,c',: ,.::' 
GRA/IEP that exelusion of· the',Tier"·II rate'maylead:to use:;'e'f':Jless" 
eeenemical. generation reseurces;;.- :'PG&E: and'~ TURN' have ,shown:to:>the'· 
eontrary that the inclusien ef the Tier II rate actually leads to" 
less economical :..-generationcostsforratepayers.:' ,Since "the(,price 
of Northwestpurcbased pewer is 'indexed~:te PG&E's';'system::" :",',; ,:;" :"', 
incremental cest: (Exh. 1, '.pp;. ,.3'-4.5)::,. an increase :'in the::dispatch>"' 

-,.,: 

"', ., 
.,,' .,". 

price fer the; Tier: II rate .. 'results in~a:correspendin9'::inerease:":in:~" ..... '~,'.: 
the price ef :'purebased , pewer, rather than:::any ~ signif iea.nt':::change ,'in' " , , .. ', 
quantity dispatched.' '-'.,. \ ," .. " .. 

. This . price-quantity sensitivity ,effeet:,is,:ill:ustrated in- ',':'~ 

the CCC's late filed exhibit (Exh. 60) which correeted"an,;,::/';::':'::~":'-'::' ':;:0 

overstatement error in the dispatch price (see PG&E Reply Brief, 
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p. 13). In ,correcting,the error',.," ccc;,ehanged the·'price'lof.! ;':::<.';' . 

Northwest. ·power ,by:,about,' 3.1%,. .~. but.,changed;:: the' quantity::)by:only . 
0.6% •. '. (Compare July 23 versus.:Aug'Ust.;2 revisions in,EXh,~:"j60', ' .. ~'i'. 

Line 13, Columns (a)·, and (b)·.ofthe Calculation of;'\Change'l:n 
Revenue Requirement). Thus,.::anyminimal' change in ,volwnes:·isTnore 
than offset by automatic increases in: purchased powerprices~; ~. ,,;. 
Ratepayers would likewise pay higher.:costs: for QF'purchases to the 
extent that Tier' II. inclusionincreases:the avoided" costs used to, 
compute QF payments.. . .... . ";~,: .. : 

. .... ~ .. ~. ,( . . 

Likewise ,cce and "GRAIIEP presented no evidence to:' 

support a findinq: . that exclusion 'of 'Tier' II from the dispatch price", 
somehow unfairly subsidizes the gas department in an.· , ," 

anticompetitive ·manner. The discussion .above illustrates that:·the· 
primary effect of Tier II inclusion .is:.to·increase· prices ,paid to': 
purchased power suppliers,ra'ther to..::change quantities: sold.',··;";· 
GRA/IEP and CCC have not shown that PG&E shareholders are enriched· 
as a result of exclusion of Tier II from "the: discount rate., "'.' . 
Rather, ratepayers are relieved of· the burden.·ofpayinq·hiqher 
prices for purchased power~' Accordingly;:-· we find no: <basis' to> : 
conclude that third party power producers.: are unfairly. 
disadvantaqed in their ability to'compete'as a result of Tier ,II 
exclusion from the dispatch price.' , 

We are also unpersuaded by the arquxnent o-1~:~CCC 'and~' , • I. , " 

GRA/IEP that failure to include Tier II in the' dispatch, pri'ce would 
conflict with state· and federal'laws:..by:resultingin QF:payxnents 
less than PG&E's full avoided costs.~ : ,Since we. havEr determined," . 
above that the.,proper measure of',PG&E's~ull:' avoided" costs"·:'should 
reference PG&E's., total company: transport. costs" 'our Tier ,II:: , , ' 
exclusion results in payments to intervenors,based upon" PG&E'S:·~·full';; : 
avoided costs in conformance with: state and federal· laws,.,~ ,. ::. ,'. 

TURN also raises the concern that if we wereto~include 
the Tier II rate· in dispatching for, forecastmodel:inq., purposes~', . 
this would be·· in contI iet ,with :PG&E' s' aetual dispatch" operations., , , ' . 
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This inconsistency would. create. an ',inherent m.ismatch:,between'~ -" 
adopted ,resource : assumptions " and, real-world, operations. ':"" In(;the' <, , .. ,", ,,,; 

absence of a complete record"as to:the,impaets' and advisability' of 
requiring PG&E to change its 'recorded:: operations relative, to:· 
generation dispatching, we hesitate" to order such ,a change: in>· 
operations..· Accordingly" our aa.opted modeling : assumptions should 
be consistent with actual operations.. ..,.' ." 

In summary, none of.~tbe'reasons-"presentea. by'CCC ana. : 
GRA/IEP compel us to include the Tier II rate in the:d'ispatch: 
price.. PG&E and TORN, however" show that ratepayers' are'":: "
disadvantaged :by including the, Tier II rate ...Accordingly; we,~ 

exclude the Tier II rate from'-our,adopted dispatch'assumptior1s. 
Consistent with this treatment, we likewise-rejeet-GiJ.A/IEprs.:' ' 
proposal to include assoeiatecL,brokerage tees and' tranchise··and" 
uneollectibles in tho dispatch rate',. since, -these' are not: avoidable' 
costs. 
~.2.4 Intrastate Shrinkage 'Rate ',' ' . , . 

, T " ... 

." ' 

The Gas PriceJoint.Recommendationincludesa;"4%~' ", , 
intrastate shrinkage tactorto account'tor "·lost 'and', una'ccount'ed 
for gas" and compressor fuel used to move ,gas in intra'stat'e', 
pipelines err. 135). Sponsors of the Gas,Price Joint"· ",' . 
Recomlnenc:1ation advocate use of the 4%. figure on, the basiS: that" '''it 
reflects PG&E's actual dispatch price:assumptions.'" 

The QF intervenors,. on the, other hand" ·use: a 3:.5%~·,,::, 

shrinkage factor. This is basea,upon., theintras.tate shrinXage 
component charged under the UEG ,tariff. ,. 

Consistent, with our treatment ,of the ' Tier ';11 ' :rate'~we"'~' 

adopt an interstate shrinkage, factor. of 4%:to-account:: for ,:';-:.',: '.:" ,~ 

intrastate shrinkage as proposed. in the..' Gas.: Price ' J.oint~: ;, ~'. ".".:, " "' '"" >: ,', 

Recommendation .. This factor represents."los.t'anct;unaccounteci::-!or 
gas" and compressor fllel used to move' gas in intra'state pipelines 
(Tr. 135).. The 4% intrastate'shrinkage rate assumption is'" ',: ... : 
consistent with the manner in which' PG'&-E actually dispatches its"" 
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system:... It is .also, consistent: ,wi th'our: treatment>:of,:: ',th:e \ :..ri"er II 

rate by basing .ciispatc:h. costs on ;.actual:·companyoperations-: rather';, :,,'; 
than interdeparb.uental tariff>:rates.:..: .,' ::,~:<,.>,;, ;:;.':';,'> . 

5.~ Gas CUX,.tail.)Dents i» OF=Oqt cas .' ., '. (~:'<:) ,",~, 

5,3.'1 brtim;" Positions' .... , " " . " . " . . ...,"". ,. 

Although'intexvenors'tookno .position: on.·,the- absolute),~.'·' ", .. 

level of gas' curtailments,. both :GRA/IEP ana CCC' contended" that 'the' 
IER should be increased to reflect greater gas.:, curta,ilxnents,: based 
upon a QF in/out computation. GRA/IEP proposes that the:., added:' ,', 
curtailments be computed'bY'first measuring fuel: oil, consumption as 
a percentage of total therxna.lrequirements ·in- the QF-in case~: and: :., 
then applying this same percentage of, fuel ,oilconsumption~'to: total· 
thermal requirements in the QF-out case. GRA/IEP',':believes it: is::' ,. 
unreasonable to expect eurtailment-dri ven. . fuel, oil', burns;: not.· to-: '" 
increase absent OF generation, since'PG&E,would relY'more heavily' 
on its oil and qas system.. Although:theeffects'of'~gas'curtailment 

from removal of QFs cannot be known.. with exact' precision, ,G'AA/IEP 
believes that .its assumption is.: more reasona:Dle' than:; PG&E' $" 

, ".", 

assumption that no change in· curtailments' would occur;'· . , <. . , ' 

. PG&Eopposed GRA/ IEP' s propos,al·, . arguing, that' no· ' 
adjustment should be made to theIER for gas curtailments.;. PG&E: 
opposed any adjustment to the IER because of the siqnificant 
uncertainties over how: curtailments might be impacted by,. removal of 
QFs. PG&E's expert conclud.ed, that"we have 'no information as.:·'to 
what the, qas availability might· look like in a,: QF-out, ease"~:' -:, 
(Tr. 4 :247). Accordinq to PG&E, ,because . gas curtai'lments·" in; the 
QF-in case were· based on gas volu:mes,determined'in'PG&E:'s ACAP, 

decision,.' the only way to determine gas., avai:labili ty~' in ,a: QFs-out' 

. ,"" 

case would be to repeat the ACAl> proceeding, with new·, QF-out', ,,:';': ':;:" ; :,":~ 
assUl!l.ptions~ : Absent.running a' new: ACAP'moael, incorporating:.:the new;.:;:" 
assumptions, the level of qas available to UEG anci, hence,.",·~the;!.:":':~J;: :(;.~~. 

level of curtailments cannot be known. (PG&E, Grief, Tr. 246-247.) 
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'",\,.,.,.,.". _.~,.'\.i-~"'.--'~ •... 

PG&E's witness, Grief:: l'isted; .variables, that" could affect"':.:':" »: 
gas availability, in unknown, ways based ,on ,~:QF-out,assUlnption.::: ',> ",~ 

These include different PG&E actions:as,~to, pipelineaceess,::'~gas:,', " 
storage, or placement of other resources.' ,·Demand ,charges,would.' ,,: ,_ 
also change. Since gas-fired cogenerators :make' up, 80'%,: of"variable
priced QFs, the elimination of,these QFs'qas conswnption ',would. 
actually increase gas, availableto,PG&E ';'" .even after allowing" 'for 
gas supplies that these, QFs' would retain for themselves:., """ 
2-.- 3.2 Discussion ' ," 

We conclude that it is,. not, appropriate to assume 'an' 
increase in gas curtailments for QF-out'·pw::poses. GRA:/IEP"s,," 
assumption that gas curtailments would increase because-of' ,heavier, 
reliance on PG&E's fossil-fueled generators absent QFs fails to ' 
take intO' account adequatelY'all-,thepotentialeffects, on gas 
availability absent QFs, as explained in PG&E"s' testimony. 

TO' support its gas curtailment" adjustment, GRA/IEPcited" 
Exh. 50, sponsored byCCC witness Younger .. Exhibit.sO included. 
excerpts from a recent quarterly posting of PG&E,'s:,QF ,prices,:which 
showed an oil allowance as the, marginal fue'l part o! the ti:me .,' 
GRA/IEP argued that PG&E's quarterly'QF price postings'supported 
its proposal to, recognize' increased: curtailment-driven o±l' burns' 'in 
the IER... :': .. ', "'_ ' . c ,0','''" . 

Exhibit SO fails to j.llstify GM/IEP's proposed, IER" .• ' 
adjustment. The avoided cost. posting,: is' intended to"reflect':th:c , ' , , . 
then-current' s.tatus ,of fuel prices and' fuel ,,1nix of the:, utility,", as 
noted in,the data response appended to Exh~', 50 .. The' timing.,' ,"':: .. ,," 
purposes, and measurement requirements, of' the' avoided.-:cost ,-,postings., -' ~ :: 
differ' from those of the' IER..' Because of these di'fferences,.; the' ,:~;,',' 

analogy GRA/IEP, draws between quarterly ,QF' avoided cost, post:Lngs"; ", 
and the annual 1ER relative to' the " treatxncnt' of' gas curtailment's' is 
not sustainable. , , i J ' 

.' r" .... ,. '. 
I ..... '.:: '': ~_: :::' . -:,. ~. !,') .. : 
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Unlike. the quarterly postinqs, . the ,IER·is )b~~()d. on·(.a~' .: ..... :~ 
longer term ,forecast using' the;utilities' ··.production·.simu:latiOn .. , . 
models ... in a .QFs-in/out· analysis., '1'0 compute ::the . percent ·:of : time .. ,. 
that oil is the marqinal fuel. :for purposes of .the .quarterly,:avo-ided' '. 
cost postings, PG&E merely forecasts each. ·.quarter::thefract:i:on ··ot:'" . 
its total fossil fu.el m.ix represented by· oil as . noted in PG&E"s:· 
data response included in Exhibit SO.. :This deri vation'is";not . bas.ed·' 
on any QF-in/out analysis as is required .to, compute·'the'·IER~ .~ The 
simplified method used to compute oil.:allowances 'in the quarterly 
postings provides. no. basis to. ·determine what, changes' in o,il.usaqe· 
would result ·.from· the absence of' QFs, which' is the' Variable' GRAlIEP 
seeks to reflect in the·IER. As noted above,... the' evidence does:. not' ... 
inform us as to. how gas curtailments .. would· change absent QF&.. 
Consequently, the payment pro.eedurel3.used· in- quartorly avoidod:'cost· 
postings do not support GRA/IEP's gas curtailment, :adjustInentto. 'the· .. 
IER methodology .• ' . ;:, 

Given all the uncertainties; ot· measurement, as.' noted';:b~{·. 
PG&E, we have, insufficient basis to-conclude thatGP:J.;,j'IEP's.::::.',·,:.· .. ' 
asswnption of a· proportionate. increase in· gas' curtailments"in:. . the ' 
QF-out case is roasonablo. On.the .other hand', the aS$umption ot· no· 
change in gas. eu.rtailments in the .QF~out .easeis·generally',::·'· 
consistent with our past policy of 'notehanging resource .. , 
assumptions. in the QF-outeaso. (0 .. 88-11-0'52:,'2'9' CPOC' tel 56&~',: 600, 
601). Accordingly , we will not adopt ·GRAlIEP"s gas ··curtailment· 
adjustxnentin.~ompu.ting.the;IER. 

~,. 4 piilblO:. canxsm ~cUltion;. 
5.4.1 Parties' Positions,:' ;';:: '.' 

, •• , "I. 

," , ~', . , .. ' .: '~" " 

.. ~,.,'" .. , 

There was."cons.iderable contr'oversy. surroundl.ng( ·the·;::;:::: "::.:~ <;;:. 

appropriate estimate .. ;f,or Diablo: Canyon·, nuclear., generation( expense·.<:; ;, ,.,.~ 
The controversy·, centered-. on the. proper asswnption ·for.· the:~ duration. 
of Diablo canyon.'s refUeling outages' during the forecast period .. ' •.. 
Prior to submitting the J·o;int Recommendation, PG&E ·forecasted a·,·· 
10-week outaqe while ORA forecasted a l2-week outaqe-•. : ORA .based· , "',, 
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its original 12~week outage·estimate:'.on a; review':'of'~.industrY data 
for 13U·.5. nuclear plants':similar'to"theOiablo canyori'~;uni'ts'~' <"."~: 
DRA also cites D.8.8-1:1-052 ,and,O:~'89';'12-015'/as"evidence-tliat;;1~we'ek"'·" 
refueling" outages have been adopted' in 'the' past for'th'e' Diablo 
Canyon units as 'the optimal retuelin9',time' to coverall,:'.',' :','.', 
contingencies that might arise;.'. The' forecasts.· adopted in:. those' " 
decisions were' based ,. upon all . o'f the plant"s completed' 'cycles ~.not 
just the two ~ most recent ones. .' . . . ,,,';, ,,'; '.' [, .-'. 

~PG&E and ORA resolved' their d'isputeby "agree'ing , on ;:a,: . , J'" .. ,'" 

10-week outage in the Joint Recommendation.. ·On cross-examInation, . 
ORA's witness on this. issue stated ne' was persuaded- 'by,'reviewinq' .. .. '> 

PG&E's rebuttal evidence on this issue .. ,('rr ~ :(: 69/GibsonlDRA)\ ' ' ,?:; 

CCC' and GRA/IEP each-sponsored, testimony propo'slrig a . 
12-week outage__ TURN expressed· support for the: 12:-week outage: ' 
assumption ini ts brief.. 

Revenue requirement increases as the length of :the: . 

assumed- Diablo outage decreases.,: because· 'the' costs of-generation 
displaced by Diablo are cheaper, than the pertormance;"ba'sed"prices 
PG&E receives for Oiablo canyon generation. The· IER;however, 
decreases ,as the assumed Oiablo outage·d.e·creases. '. . . '. 

PG&E's forecast of Diablo Canyon refueling out'ages' of 10 '.... 
weeks and a 90.'7% operating capacity factor yield· a generation of 
15,808.7: gWh. PG&E's forecast·iS::basea. on the· average· duration of': 
only the two most recent· refueling outages for each un-i:t:'Both CCC· 
and GFA/IEP assert that a 12-week duration: should' be. adopted to' .' 

, 
conform with past Commission d.ecisions, as cited:above'~:"GRA/IE? 
contends that PG&E is attempting to change the' methodology' a"dopted· 
by the commission by basing/:i ts·' ·forecast:onl'Y ". on- the 'l'ast:: two 

. "',' .. 

outages for each' unit. G'AA./IEP also reconunends··'that in applying:' . 
the 12-week assumption, the Commiss:i'on~ use" Diablo·Canyon':s:- historic 
recorded cycle capacity factor of·· 73. 7%'as a: foreca'st a'sswnption~ 
Consistent with-these assumptions,'GRA1I-EP'further~recommends: 
adoption ,of an 11.95% forced outage rate' which equals' an 88'~5* 
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operating. capacity factor.. eec. computes:; the,: operating ..':capa'c'i ty 
factor as 87~1%., ·'/:~:··'"·.:,·;:::~:,:.\·,···,-c\r·b ",.;'. '"-.~ "~~,:t .. ."~~:.' ' .. '.~,' 

In-: its."brief, cce remind.sus~ot: our concernsexpress'eain 
D.89~12-01S~regaraing .. the estimate'of Diablo outages~ :stat£n:g:~ 

"We.do not know if'or'whenitwillbecome· 
possible to detect a meaningful, trend in the, '~ 
length of these refueling outages. 'In any 
event,.. two aata points: for: .. each plant certainly· -, .,..,' 
are not enough .. " 

" .... 

TORN, in its brief, voiced support for· the previously 
aaoptea Diablo forecasting methodology advocated by GRAfIEP~'and 
ceCa TORN warned that ""'PG&E"s proposed. method'overemphasizes 

, -,,', 
, ... " 

recent performance because it assumes that,Oiablo'sperform~nce in 
the last two fuel cycles will accurately predict its performance' in' 
the upcoming fuel cycle. with on:::y"two,data points; the~e:ffect' of> : ,'." 
a single extraordinary fuel cycle,. be, i-t good or bact,' will ~CI:ominate- :: . 
the forecast."'" , ," ' '. " " 

PG&E, responds that recent·· Diablo' performance: :data:<showed· <' :"':, '_ 

that .III' a fairly stable operationalhis.torythat deviates: qu:i teo :."~: -', -"~. ,,
significantly ,from .... (the) -first three refuelingoutages"::(pG&E,';' ., 
Woehl, 1'r. 23). PG&E cites. a· -reduction in thenumberof,desi9n- "' 
modifications from the initial,'%'efuelinq'outaqes' atthe"'pl'ant-· (pG&E 
Exh. 4, p-. RDW-4), and a reduction DY'ha:lf· in the number :of:- ," 
activities und.ertaken relative to earlier, longer outages"" " :j':' 
err. 34-35). ..' . ';\ 

. PG&E asserts that the outage length· has· decl-ineQ:' d'Qe:: to
lessons learned from earlier outages.::" ·PG&E 'hasacided:-'an··out'age7::, '.' 
management team and'a 24-hour 'per' d.ay:-outage, control~ center/',~ as .'"~ 

well as the use' of contractors during the' outage-" periocl;c: Because~ 

of such changes to shorten outage (lengths,. PG&E. asserts that the,' 

more recent data is.much,:more indicative o,fthe outage length' -; ~ 

likely to take place auring the forecast period.. Finally,"'PG&E-:~ 

argues that recent aata is more appropriate for developing a 
short-term forecast such as in the ECAC .. 
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PG&E, ,further ,notes: that" ~e' 1'9'9'0 forecast outage;::,which;',"; ,/ ,'~ 

was based on the same methodology PG&E has proposed in. this:;' ,';'.':' 

proceeding, came closest to' predicting the plant: output, ,', compared 
to the forecast of Diablo generation ,adopted in.'the'last,three-ECAC 
proceedings versus recordeci generation'" (Exh. 2l,,' Table 1);.' 'iWhile 
acknowledging the 1:990 forocast' mothodoloqy~,rozulted ,trom.a'joint 

, , . " ... ' -
recommendation that was not intended to set precedent for ,the 
future, PG&E still asserts the accuracy of the'method should be 

noted in evaluating the merits of parties' arquments~ 
~ •. 4 • 2 Qiscu::sioJ) 

We, conclucle that the arquments on'both sides of ,this., 
controvQrsy have some merit, but th~t neither approaco.'providos: an '. 
icleal solution ,to. the measurement 'uncertainties rel'atcd', to'Diablo
outages. A broader range of historical;, c:lata provides a,lUore 
complete pro:eile of expectea..outage durations,.. and' takes. into, 
account a greater variety ot potential outcomes. It also ,tends 'to 
provide more contingency for unexpected variance' in actual' "outage 
clurations., On the, other hand,.':PG&E ,has"presented evidence ~to·, 
indicate that more recent outago data. ±s more' roprosentativQ"of 
expected· outage durations than is older' data & ' Yet ,PG&E',sevidence ' 
was largely, anecdotal in. nature, and PG&E failed to quantify' ,the ,. 
specific effect of the improved measures it has implemented.: on ' 
reducing outage durations. I. "I , 

All parties' outage forecas,ts were based upon a s.i:rn.il:ar 
methoaology., of using an average of ,past cycJ:es~ Parties' "different 
forecasts resulted fromtne application: ;ot ditferent weights-,to ' ' 
different, periods of historical outage- cycles. PG&E:- applied ,zero·, 
weight to all but its two. most recent':,cycles for ,each..·unit~ it, 
applied an equal average weighting: to these more' recentcycles.~, 
CCC and GRA/IEP applied equal weight to all past outage~'whether 
recent or not. 

, ,", 

" ,.~,' • '. ". ,..,. " •• j- • I. ,.' \.- • 
.' . -.. ,,. ~, ,.' . ., ""' .. " '.' ', .. ' 
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, We . conclude' that· the. :more.recent ' outage' :cycles::1provide" ::"" 
better predictive value of. forecasted:outages. than:;"do':older cycles~: <:'.' ':. 

given the recent measures PG&E has undertaken to reduce ·-the~-risk·,:.of 
extended outages. We are not convinced, however; that :.we~:·should, " 
totally iCJllore the value of longer .'termexperience:::as·having"no 
predictive relevance at -all, based upon'the··concerns'we,have'raised . 
in past decisions.and the forecasting. uncertainties noted by.· 
intervenors. -We believe a reasonable resolutionot,these 
differences. is" to consider all historic., :Diablo.."refueli!lg .:eyeles, ". 
but to apply greater weight to more recent outagesanci:lesser:' 
weight to· earlier outages in deve·loping·an· average·esti'mate:.of 
outage duration. 

Following this approach, .we will: adopt an:·ll:-week-:,.· 
refueling outage for each unit as ',a basis to forecast::.Diablo~canyon·· 
generation.,in this proceeding. We base .the 11 weeksi:upon·.;;::: 
consideration of all past refueling.' cycLes 'while assigning .. greater :. 
relative weight to 'more recent cycles..We·'base·:ourweighting,·on a. 
sum-of-the-years'-di<Jits approach toyiel:da uniform' incremental 
increase in weighted value' for each progressive cycle,.' Tbe':;',,::,,: 
development of the weighting' factors and resal ting . outage l'engths 
is presented below:, 
piablo Unit 1 :.' " weighted. t 

factor 

Cycle 1 
cycle 2 . 
Cycle 3 
Cycle 4 

10% .. 
20% 
30t' 
40%--

:, , 

. Diablo· Unit .' 2:~·'-; '" . ' •. , 
: .~", \ 

Cycle 1·'" ··.~J;&.;7 ~.>". :.' ..... 
Cycle, .2 33 .• 3.% •. " _ 
eye-le' 3' S'O%' ..,' ....... , ' ' .. 

... ' i. ~ ' •... _ "". ,.' 

By applying these 'we'ight'ed :perdintage q:faCt'ors·:'t~·'the .' .:.-" ,'::':: 
historical ~outage' duratio'ns to,::each Cycle',' we deriv~":anav~raqe ":,0::'

forecasted outage duration of 11 weeks each tor . o±ab'i;o "un£t~ 1 ,'.':. :" " .. 

and 2. We . consistently apply the'same' 'we'ighting :. o'! histor:['cal 
cycles to derive values for the operatinqcapaci1:y:taet'or ~o:fS9':2·t. ,'. 
Tbis approach recoqnizes the value of' 'PG&E'"s mea'sures ·to'shorten ' 
the outage rel'at'ive to earlier experience whilestiil iricorp~ratin9' .;':'. 
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. , J .~ 1'" \ .' 

to a lesser~:, extent" the experience ·,·frome,the t;earl :i:er"outages, '>anel the 
uncerta.inty related, to' reliance", on:;l,imited·~,historicaJ: clata:<~:Y'::: '", ""'. 
s. S 'Hyclro-~Modeling' ' .,;._"',',' , " ,,'., ':.: ~,-;'<y,'f ',:;" 

5.5.1 Parties" Positions,' ',', . ','/ .... :.~::;I;"~~~~l,': d' '" 

There was considerable'";·'controversy. between PG&E\)ana~-':·,· ... ' ,~ ..... 

GRA/IEP over the proper'moeleling "for PG&E"s \hyelro,'resources:: 'PG&E::' ':,:' 
specifies a minimum operating ·capacity,.: i ~ .. ,;maximum operating, ,:" 
capacity, anel a .monthly amount of energy 'available:for various ,," 
hydro resources.. Its production', simulationmoelel ,then:scheelules, 
these resources against system load so ,.asto:maximize,capacity'; 
benefits from the resource.. GRAIIEP ,agrees "this "hydro~ modeling-" 
approach is reasonable as long as resources are operated.:,in::'such. a" 
way as to be optimized against overall system load. :'GRA/IEP' 
contended that suehis not the case for, at least 'tWOi hydro:: ,': 
resources moeleled by PG&E r namely those of ,the'Sacramento Municipal 
Utilities District (SMUD), and the United States Bureau ot ":~ 
Reclamation's We:::;tern Area Power Ad.ministration (WAPA);. :',"",., 

GRA/IEP disagreed with PG&E'Smodelin9 : assumptions-as to' " 
minimum operating ,capacity for these two. hydro resources .. ,GRA/IEP' " 
claims PG&E's modeling assumes more ' capacity, is" available tor', . 

peaking than is actually true. GRA/IEP revised the modeling'·of 
SMUD and WAPA hydro by assuminq minimum generation capacities 
higher than modeled by PG&E. GRA/IEP set the minimum capacity for 
SMO'D at the 25th percentile of'1990 recorded. production .and 
assigned a ramp rate of SO MW'per unit. For WAPA, GRA/IEP assiqn~d 
a ramp rate of 100 MW. The ramp rate determines 'how quickly a unit:, 
can move from one ,capacity level to another., ,GRA/IEP~s,imposed 

• -., • ..," .' • ,~, • <, •• , ,.' " " ;, ., 

. <. 

ramp rates ,limit the ability of the hydro.units:to.reach,maximum", "" 
, .' .' • .••• ,.,,'.< ~ • ,. ., ,~. '. " ...... -.1 ".' 

capacity. Crr. 4:278, Gr.eif.) "::"--,, ,,' L'-:' ",:,,':~""-,<,: 
GRA/IEP's modeling ,assumptions, result in ,more hydro 

, " ", _." n " .. ./ ,' ••••• 

energy being taken during off-peak hours and. ,.lesshydro" beinq 
.' .'" _..', ", ." .. ' 

available during peak hours relative, to, PC&E,'s mod.eling." MO,re" 
• • I. . ' .,_,..".. • "~, I '. • _,' ~, ... , ..... , 'ct •• 

expensive replacement power during peak hours. results ,ina, higher, ," '\' 
.' ". ". -~ .. ~ -" .. " .. . , . ~ '" 
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IER .. '. In., addi:tion to::an adjustment.~ to .. the' IERto ,ref.J:ect· its:thyc:lroi'.:·:;:::::
modeling, GRA/IEP also:. proposed:. that· PG&E'; be directed., to· revi'se:··i tS·: ~.<:.: 
own hydro modeling consistent with GRAfIEP's findinqs·,.,.and~,tMt; .. :<' ,'" 

PG&E thoroughly. investigate the, operation of, all' hydro,:, 'resources 
modeled and improve i ts modelinq~ conventions ·for. hydro in;. next:·, 
year's ECAc"proeeeding.. "'.' '.' '"" :.',,', . 

PG&E opposed. GRAfIEP' s model.inq: proposals..' PG&E, contends:' '.'
GRAfIEP' $. recommendations mischaraeterize·~ the' scheduling .. and, '; ..... ~' . 
operation of these resources, .. improperlYlnix- modeling conventions: .. 
from a chronoloqica.l model (PROSYM) anda"load duration.:xnodel 
(PROMOD)" inappropriately shift hydro energy from. on-peak' and:.' 
partial-peak h01lrS into. off-peak:hours, and.miss.tate~PG&E~s:·. . '.' 
representation of these resources in PROMOD.. PG&E:;.challenqed':·both,,· 
the validity. of GRA/IE'P's. empirical comparisons. :o'f::data>as;:.well as 
GRA/IEP's assumptions reqardinqtbe operating. constraints:.on':SMOO··:··· 
and WAPA hydro capacity. .,:" .,' .. 

. GRAfIEP' based its conclusions on an'·.analysis,::-of recorded:. 
hourly operating data for,these:hydrofacilities:'for:Jul:y 1990, ...... :'; 

comparedaqainst the expected .results using, PG&E's:, typical·-:peaJ<-'·:.~ ." 
shaving produetionmodelinq mode_. GRAfIEP'chose July.1990 ,·as::a. ., 

sample since recorded and forecast data were virtually 'identical 
for that month.. GRAfIEP contended that ,the,. comparison: showed that 
the GRAfIEP simulation more closely refleC'ted'.recorded experience' .;, 
than the, PG&E simUlation., " "L' 

• ~ ".1, .. ..,.. • J "A 

In addition to the comparison, .of ,recorded versus ,:modeled,··:· , 
results, GRA/.IEP further based its assumptions on'. its, 'unclerstanclinq 
of actual system operatinq constraints imposed·on,-.the'hydro .. ",: :,." , 
systems. GRAfIEP reasoned, that theSMOO hydro, could not:be,', .. ·/\~'. " ,:",:'c, 

available for peakinq at levels assumed by ,PG&E .because more ... off-
peak capacity .was needed, for constant 'around-the-elock .. resource 
flexibility to service hydrorequlation needs. Accordinq':.,to;: 
GRA/IEP, PG&E overstated the amount of :.hydro availabl:e::torpeakinq 
from SMUt> by ·ignorinq the constant -around-the-clock operating , . , ' 
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requirelUents, of,:SMO'D's hydro' unit.'~:.; GRAfIEP; :revi'sec:r~"the:-mode-l;iri9': of"-'"·::: 
SMtTD-. hydro by establishing Jnuch~'"h:igher.:' mi:n'imwn~ 'qeneratinq\ /,?~; ,;: :"." :, .' ;:::<: 

capacities. than did' PG&E.. ' ,'':::, .,:;'" ' '~.',)' ,;,,:,,'" ':~'. ';',,;, 

'. GRA1IEP criticized' PG'&E's.' assertion that· a,. near':':z:ero:; '." ::':.':'>~, 

minimum cap-'-ei ty is: sufficient for"' instantaneous.: requl'ation Qn;, the"" ,:', '. 
belief that load regulation requires a resource Which."can::both:,:pick··:'-' 
up and reduce., load rapidly. . If' the regulating 'resource: i's" ::'~ 
operating at ,levels, barely abovezero-,"(as:,PG&E.' assumed),':it::;,nas"no.,.' ... ,:' 

ability to. reduce generation: when: load ,drops. .. • I.' 

For: WAPA, GRA/IEP' contends, thatsixnilar:' liml tat ions', , 
restrict USBR's ability to load its'~available generation~ into wni6h~' ' 
PG&E did not consider the peak9 G'AA/IEP' assumed a:'ramp; rateLof'lOO::'~' " 

. , 

MW for the. WAPA hydro. ;. "', "",", ' , .:' :'.'; ;':,.:;,:::'." .' ", 

PG&E disagrees with' GRA/IEPls.~conclusion· that PG&E's': ".: 
assumed minimum capacity is inadequate:'to·'provide resource'" 
flexibility to meet load regulation needs. PG&E ,states' that'·: . 
regulation is typically only 3% of spinning reserves (Exh~>'33, 

p. CG-l), and there.latively, small -min:i:mumcapacities-used::by"PG&E - .', e 
are more, than adequate' to. respond to.' instantaneous chan9'es' in 'load. ' 
For the month of July 1992;' PG&Eassumed,aminimumcapacity"of-' 
S MW. (Tr. 2'51 •. ) .' - ,- ,'.", ., " ", '- ,., -. - .. 

PG&E' further states.thatthe'operational,constraint,
described by GRA/IEP is really 'that of 'load following~ 'not'·:·:·" ' .. ' 
regulation. PG&E contends that SMUD has no need':to';increase:~its' " 
resource's off-peak capacity, ,as'GRAfIEP':assumes; since,SMO'D :has 
360 MW of, firm. capacity -and associated· energy at J.oad factor:':from ' " 
WAPA, as well as purchases fromPG&E and· the Southwest,all~' ,'of 
which provide load following;. - Further~' the' PG&E/SMOD agreement·· 
allows SMOD up to-four changes per day tor load fol'l'owing.·';: 

PG&E also disagreedwithGRA/IEP'S imposition of'ramp/ 
rates for SMUD and USBR on the grounds that such ramprate-s 
arbitrarily lilnit the units' flexil>il'ity to 50 MWh"andl'O'O >MW)i, .. I 

respectively _ PG&E provided a number of- 'examples whereactua'l ' '" : 

, .' 
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operation .·of,the units varied ',on 'an .h·ourly.'bas::ts:' byj:more~ than:, th~ ': .. ::" 
constraints .. assumea:. by the ramp . rates :: (EXh. ;3.3) ':J ... : .. , .:. ;,'<., ," .. ' ....N", ~;.:' , 

.Another source of·' parties" disagreement : involved': the:: :, ,'I. 

results of PROMOD versus PROSYM to model hydro assumptions.::·· :.: 
GRA/IEP performed its simulations using PROSYM. GRA/IEl?' :re'::';sorted" 
the chronological load data from. PROSYM: into: load" duration 'curves, 
without reference to the actual chronolog'ieal modeling that· <i. .. '", 

occurred in PROSYM. According to GRAlIEP, thiS: was done to:' allow a' , , 
reasonable comparison with PROMOD',. which. 'presents"results in load' 
duration rather than chronoloqical format. YetPG&E> contended- that' , 
GRA/IEP mischaracterized, PG&E's, hydro, modeling by, using :PROSYM to' 
interpret PG&E'.s m.odeling in PROMOD,but without truly repllcatlng'" 
the actual PROMOD alqorithm.. S'inee PROSYM is a'ehronologicaJ:'~lnode;l 
which schedules hydro every hour, PG&E .ass~rted: its, data 'is best,';, 
plotted chronologically..: , . .' ' ' " .', .'., , '>1/', 

In response to PGScE's criticisln~ GP:A{IEP: recast its"': 
original load data in chronoloqical form, arguinq.:that;,either:;load· 
duration· or chronoloqicalformats. showed' GRA/IEP's. ,simulation 
matched· recorded data more 'closely,than did: PG&E' S:" simulation .<" . 

While GRA/IEP's'comparisoo'of recordedversus'mocleled 
data focused on one week of July 1990, PG&E's rebuttal showec:l.'·:that~;; 

for other weeks of July 1990, GRA/IEP"smodeling. resulted.;:in""':an :~. 

overstatement of minimum hydro capacity during· practically- 'all:' 
night hours. Extension of.GRA/IEP's. calculations ,to: additional 
weeks in July raises further doul:>ts about. the:· valicli ty'of'applying 
the model',s results to the··rest of the,forecast·period .. ,'GR:A:rrF:P's',·· 
comparison was' made ina month where .recorded,SMOD,;hydrc>'levels: are' . ' 
similar to forecastec:l. .. ·levels .... PG&E· notes~that GRA/IEPhas'not 
analyzed other months 'where ,the 1990 .. recorded 'hydro cd1'tters :'fro:m : ..... :,.' .. , ." .'":: .. , 
the forecast. 

. PG&Ealso'notE'id an .. inconsistency" in ~'GRAfIEPt;S: ·use~: of 
recorded 1990 data ,.for derivinq.:capacity .minimum::without:::reqard ;·to· 
the amount of energ'y ·available, in' any~qiven":forecastmon.th f·rom/·~··· : 
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November, 199·1 thx:eugh: Octo.ber~l:,992'. - GRA/ IEP'~s ',method: result's· in: ::a~::' ,c 

mismatch whereby minimum capacities '-are ,::derived fro.ln!' recorded~':1'99O: 
data while energy and maximum- capacities are 'derived: from:'.PG'&E's 
forecast data., ' , 
5.5.2 Ui§kQssion 

, .... ; ,No. simulation can :be, expected ,to perfectly. mocl'et'":a'ctuar:: 
perfo.rmance, but the . simulation, ,should, reaso.nably rElfJ;ect,~:, ,.~ ')", :~ .•. , 
operatio.ns over the fUll duratio.n of a-.:~o.reeast .. perio.d'·.,:"PG&E' s:: \,' 
criticisms ef GFA/IEP'sassumptio.ns.· and::modeJ:ing, techniques,) aS:" 
described are persuasive. GRAtIEP: failed <to ,demonstrate thati its,' 
assumed minimum capacities and ramp'rates depict mo.re, , realistic ". '. 
hydro assumptiens thantho.se o.f PG&E~," ,PG&& demo.nstrated" :tnati ts" 
minimum· hydro. capacities areaaequate to. acco.mmodate th'e': reso.urce:; 
flexibility needs ef SM'C1D and WAPA. " , '. .~. 

Accordinqly, we will no.t adopt GRA/IEP'S: hydro.mo.d'elinq· , 
assumpticns • Instead,: we' will ado.ptthe hya:remodel 'inq ~:ssUInptions 
underlying-, the PG&E/DRA Joint Reco.nunendaticno.nthis issue~"," 
Likewise, since we have founci PG&E's' mociel'ing assuxnptions:· to::. be ,. 
reascnable, we ,have no.' basis to. require',PG&E to. perform any'::'special::; 
studies ef hydro. modeling in the next ECAc:,procee'dinq;'ias proposed 
by GRA/ IEP. ) ...... ",'OJ, : 

5. §. 'transmi!g!i..9J;l Line Los~...Ad.i!lm~nt' 

S;, • .§.,J. Parties" £<2~u.iJm;e "',.'" . ," 

GRA1IEP challengea .. PG&E~ s. assumptions as,' to' transmission· 
line lessesin computing. the'- IER. ,PG&E:' s· IER: . computaticn assUmed , ... 

... 1, 

,'. 

no. net change" in line losses between its.' QFs-in~1 and QFs-out cases ~ 
GRA/IEP recommended .thatcosts related·tc ineremental--purchases··'c. ... 
over the intertie in the QFs-out· ease be inereased-·.by 'energy :toss'" ' 
adjustment factors of &.:1% for:AC' intertiepurchases.,:and 7.·5%',~for:'''''' .. , 
DC intertie purchases. ' ::"; :'" ,": . 

PG&E cited D.SS-ll-OS2 as authority for:·the,Commission's 
previeusrejection of.the inclusion of~·transmission losses·in : the ,'>. 
QF-out case.GRA/IEP's. witness Branchcomb testified that o.ne:of 
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the reasons for' the . Commission~ s . rej ection:·of a ,::,1 i-ne '."~oss" ,<,;' ',;.,... , , ' .:: 

adjustment. in ,the IER .was that ,losses,were: already'accountecl":~for'i'lv)": 
the planning' load· in the' calculation of .. lost, andunaceounted' for· 
(LUAF') power.,' (Tr. 5: 375-6~) GRA/IEP further' argues' that' because,' 
PG&E changed its method of determining .. 1 ine. losses,. . "the ;:basis :':for 
the Commissl:on'searlier rejection of this approach (in-;., :::-:: 

D.88-11-052) has been modified . substantially.:" (Exh.43,,': :,;', 

p. 11/Branchcomb/GRA/IEP.) , . .~ 

The. change in ·methodology . referred to' by GRAlIEP ';i:nvol ves 
a broadeninq of. the definition of,near-ther.mal'.qeneration ,,(N'l'G)., .. -,.." .. '" 
which is "one of the independent variables in ,a, single · .. ,regression ....• 

equation usedto·foreeast line losses..: -Thisvar±able' is intended. ' 
to capture, in.a very broad way" the effect of resource proximity 
to load centers on losses. PG&E's, witness'<Bennett '"cautions,.,' ::.' 
however, that it would be. inappropriate to use PG&E's line. ',loss ' 
model to infer'ilnpaets on system losses for the':QFs-out,.,case., 
PG&E's model is a "reduced form" model rather than a "structural e model." As .. such, it may not g.ive reasonable .results',when.used to 
answer "what-if" questions of how losseswoulcl' change~absent::QFs •. ',' 
(Exh. 26./Bennett/PG&E.),I, , ,', .' " 
5.6.2 Piscussion· ., . "' .. 

. . GRA/IEP' sar9WIlent. fails.tO' . establish that the-change· in- .. '.:~ 

PG&E's methocl .of accounting for losses eliminated· the ('Commission's:'. ,. 
basis for exclusion of line loss adj ustments in ealculating :.the IER: .... :' 
in D.S8-.11-052. PG&E'S, refined. method: "':of accounting for \line 
losses merely.corrected an inconsistency' 'in ,its :regress.±on .. ~equation,.:·J. 
to include non-remote QF generation as:a. component of Near Thermal :"~:: .. ' 
Generation.. .PG&E's modification does ~not change. the·· fact ·.that ; line~.: :: 
losses 'are .. still being accounted for inthe··planning:.load.~('it ,:.'-: ..... ,.:' 
merely improves the 'precision 'of the .. line loss. estimate..· ; 

,GRA/IEP' states that it does ,.not propose to' rely on .PG&E' $, ' . 

econometric model to forecast losses ~This .. statement ,appears to " ',:: 
conflict with GRA/IEP's testimony in Exh .. 43 (p. 11) that "the 
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basis for thecomxnission'searlierrejection'of«line'.loss :~,=,:,t,' ,", :"': 

recognition} .~'has been modified substantially by'" PG&E, '-~ana !:justi-!ies'····, 
inclusion of incremental line losses. in 'the ,IE:R:dete:rminati'on~'" 
Here, GF:A/I'I:Pcites PG&E's model change"'as a basis for'the'''l:'ine 
loss adjustment. It we cannot rely on'PG&E'smodel,' asGRA/IEP 
argues, then it is unclear how our :earlier basis, forrejection,"of: 
line losses in 0.88-11-052 can been nullified based upon:PG&E"s 
modification of that same model. 

The basis for our position' inD.'S8'-ll-OS2' ,w,,"s·that' the 
record in that case lacked sufficient information as ·to :permit'an:' ." 
assUltlptiol'l: of increased line losses. in the :QFs-out ease':,; As<,we ' .. 
stated in that· decision: "Without: better information on ·the.:·effect··· .,,', 
on losses from the removal of QFs in '.the QFs-out case,' we.aecJ:ine: " 
to maXe this assumption."" For example,. there was.·>no-·con:firmation': . 
as to the-number of QFs located far 'from ~load centers or whose ",' 
power was .transmitted over lines less ef,!ieient than".the Pacific J 

Interti'e,~ .' ;""1' ~ :.".,',,' , 

PG&E's . change in methodology' 'in, th-isproceedinq' to'· •. ,\,,1 

quantity the number ot QFs·locatec1,tar· trom' load ;eenters ·represents··, 
an improvement in availal::>le data relative to what·was ·,avaiJ:able.: ., ',:' ~ 

when we made our determination in 0.88-11-052. There '·are·:still'" .. -, " .. 
however ,.'a:, nwnber of· uncertainties .. which . have' not ; been :·resol ved as 
to the effects, on line losses in theQFs-out ease,; . as. noted~;~:i:n'~: ,,'. 
PG&E"s Rebuttal Exh •. ~6. . ':1>:\) ~· ... "~I" 

GP:A/ IE!> arqued that its . proposal provides merely "a- ·~fu·lJ;:'er 

aceounting- of . eosts avoided .by QFs~' A problem with GFA.'r:r.·E:r!"~s·'·· ,: . .,:':. 
arquxnent is' that it fails to account ·consistentlyfor'other. ' .. ,. -' .. ,. - <'::;: 

antieipatedchang-es which may'reduce'linelosses:in'the'QFs-out 
case. For example, . GRA/IEP :fails to. faeto%" .in the .e·tfeets:of,'OC .. ' : 
line purchases -whiehflow from South :to· North to'PG&E"s-' Midway,. -. '. : 
connection, which woulc:1.act to' reduce Northwest, l'osse$;on·,-a:'~·QF-out 
basis. ,(Exh.· 29 ,p.. 3lKerler /PG&E. ), .. ,,' - .,,'. 'J ,. '::: . >.:: ;'; 7. ,', 

" ..... 1.",./,.' 
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While w,e ag:r:ee wi~ ,GRA/IEP: :tha.t·,.·tb.ere .. j:s'like~y:some' ". .,;'.' 
impact on line" losses as: , .. a resul t.'o:!: the,:,QFs-out~,ease;;·:the . :.: .;:~;,\ -, "1. -: .. 

complexities. of computing: . that -impact: are . beyond:· the ·scope·~ofthe:: :., ~ 

record ,developed in this ease' •. : While PG&E's assumption of·, zero , ...... , 
line loss impacts: in the QFs-out . case . appears ,unrealistic, a.t, ..••. 

least it recognizes that there-are· o:ffsettingeffects,.on ::l'i1'le :.: ' :. 
losses, both posi1:'.ively and negatively.·, PG&E'sproposal·a·lso· '; .. 
avoids the ,need· to perform a full r:ecast :.of . the' resourcepl:an, .. to': 
measurereplacement,resources for the ,QFs,which we',.:have previously':" 
declined to do in an ECAC case. , .. , ' . 

. GRA/IEP's-analoqy of· transmission line '·losses to.· . 
incremental heat rates is unconvincing'.l'he· recognition, of ,'.,', 
incremental heat· rates is merely a reflection ofrunn'ing::the:same'" 
resources at a hig:her utilization· .level •.. No: change',' in: loads . ,or. 
resources are, assumed. Yet to· factor in line- losses:,:asGRAf.IEP· 
proposes, we must assume a new load.· (reduced by line'losses), ,and a- ... 
new set of resources. to reflect· the new load. :',',)' ,-.,'.', e GRA/IEP's- calculationo£ line-.... losses fails to consider 
the multiple ef·£ects on line losses resulting:, fromthe:.QFs-.o'llt> 
case. We are led. to a similar, conclusion we' exp:t'essedin"::':~' 
0.88-11-052: "Although PG&E's appX'oach· may, understate 'the' losses' . 
resulting in the QFs-out ca::e,· ·we conclude that it is. more. likely 
to represent. the losses in this hypothetical situa.tion,\accurately.~ 

Accordingly, we will not aaopt GRA/IEP·'sline-loss.,.' .. · .. 
adjustments. to, the IER.· Instead,.' we,will adopt the.PG~;EIORA: 
assumption of· no. line loss adj.ustments. in· the-. IER calculation •. 
5.7 SMQ'D sales 
5.7.1 Parties' - PositiQns '. " . '. .: .~' . 

GRA/IEP ,contested.. PG&E·'s. foreeast··of··its, sales.;to·~ SMUO~.<. '-"', .,.,-
•• ,. ' .... .j" 

PG&E revised: its· initial. estimate ,o'f. sales to SMtJO;:from·,SCE··'and~ .;:" 
PG&E from ,a· 75%/25% split to a ,s.O.%I50~: split in its, July ~~:update~ ... :;'., ,':)': 
testimony.. GFA/IEP took exception '. to PG&E:~ s~recommend.ation~ ,in ·its.:. 
upclate testimony. PG&E's revised,split·was based on 199>1"recorde<i' 
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sales for January through April: ,l99:1' \(Exh~' .'23', p;~: 12'9'/'::' .. ,:~.: 

Kerler /PG&E. ) 'PG&E subsequently:added; :data~ for: 'June: 19:91: ~':fri~ ,": "',. /~. ,:, 

additional: rebuttal ; testimony 'to, show: ;':continuat'ion' ' o~ 'tnis . pattern' : .: '. 
of SMUO sales_ (Exh.. 29, pp .. 2-3/Kerler/PG&E.) GRAfIEP"proposed';'" 
adoption of, an assumption based upon· :SCEt:s ,separate: est:.lmat'e- from' 
the SCE's ECAC 'application.. GRA/IEPconcludesthat"SCE' iz" in "-a:, 
much better position'to estimate how much energy'it'expects:te> sell 
to SMUD than is PG&E, since ,SCE is. the originator' of the:" sales',.'" . ," 
G"f(A/IEP:Is assumption, reflects "a 94%/6% split,"between: PG&E,'and)'SCE ' 
in SMt7D sales (Exh.. 61.) , . " " ," ' -' 

In the alternate, GRA(IEP<proposes. the adoption'of: PG&E's 
oriqinal estimate ot 7~/25%based~ upon: 1990 recorded": data'~" .,,:,'; 

GRA/I'EP" argues 'the original estimate is, superior to:' 'PG&E's; revi'sed' 
July 1 updato assumption for the following-roasons: 

It is not reasonable to forecast, annual'sal-esfor'a' , 
future ~2-month period based on· only four, months: 'ofrecorded i data.' 
PG&E responds that it provided supplemental sales data:for'June 
1991. PG&E a.rgues that thiscontirms.that the trend'of increased 
SMt7D Southwest purchases will: continue into· the summer months, .. · 

Contract reneqotiations between $MUD. 'and PG&E now" '" 
underway will increase SMUD"s.ability·,to purchase' PG&E power'· 
relative to recent recorded, sales. :PG&E'switness'count·ered· that', ' 
the renegotiation will likely lead: to-increased f'lexibil·ity,:rather' 
than increased purchases.., .~ ,." ",." . 

GRA(IEP also.. contend that,··PG&E incorrectly mode-led:a:ll . ' 
SCE sales-as firm although they: incl:ude, non-SCE, sources", which' 'are 
nonfirm .. 

PG&E responds that the recorded 1991' dat'a·:demonstrates.. ",:, '~'.,,< 

that PG&E'initially underforecasted' SMOD·sales' outside' the\'PG&E 
area .. Given the nature of' the SMOO/pG&E energy account'~, i t~" is·':,: 
reasonable to aSSUl1\e that these purchases will- continue'" s'ince~'SMUO' 
is using any energy i tpurchases in: excess of SMO'D's own .. ··l'oad· to-:' 
pay back energy owed: to PG&E under the account~ PG&E's'update--' alsO-
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recoqnized,an""increase 'of :an additional: 10:OMW·o:f,,:transm:rs's'i'Qn ,.,',' ,'" 

capacity penni tting SMrJD to take 3 3.~'more ~capac'lt~ ::from the s'outh .:" ',' 
2.7.2 Piscussion ,,,, .. , : ", .. ,' -: r ":, ,,' 

We will not aaopt the seE estimate ofPG&E/S<2.:SMt.ro·,,'sales'·' 

as represented ~y GFA/IEP." There is no., :basis. in:thisreeo'rd) to 
test the validity,'of the SCE, estimate, 'since no,'witness from:,'SCE was'~' 

produced, to testify to its estimate .. ," ',:':;,,~':-': 

We: a9'X'ee with PG&E'that the'; recordeclsales ,provicled>:,;" 
through June 199-1 ,indicate a pattern of increas:ing:SMOD·sal.'esfrom 
the Southwest relative to PG&E's origina'l 75-/25 'assumption ... ,;'PG&:E"s 
updated estimate, however, ':;foulcl require us to accept· asiqni'ficant~:" 
increase over a relatively short time, effectively· doubling,'th:e: .. 
share of sales coming from the Southwest from 25% to 50~,'.:" ';,-:;" ' 
Although PG&E has noted anecciotalfactors. that could, help-; to'·" 
continue an increased level of 1991' SMUO sales relative to 199'0, it 
did not specifically quantify the precise, effects on sales expected: 
from these factors., Rather,' PG&E simply annualized the 'available' e months of recorded data from 1991. There isstill·uncertainty"as ;, 
to wh~t the ,sales level for the second six: months of 1991'w:tll·be. 
PG&E's original estimate had the appeal of providing '12~months'o:f:: . ' " 

recorded clata which is consistent with:'\the' nu~er ofmonths:'in'the ' 
forecast period.. ~""", <"~', ~ ',"" 

We,will adopt.,an' assUl'!\ecl,: split, of· 62~5%137 .5% based"'upon ,',., 
an equal weighting of PG&E's original 1990 ratio of 75/25 ancl::its: 
upclated 1991 ratio of SO/50. This resolution recoqn:i:zes:thatrthere 
has been some upward trend, in, . sales' ,since the endo!,199'O;;,but 
stops short. of si:mply extrapolating·:the ',limitecl',recorded1'991'~data ," 
for the full 12 months of the forecast·period.,Wewil:l,temper our 
uncertainty inherent in··,-only ~a:~half-year'"s ',~worth of, recorded" 1991 '>. -: <,,," 

data :by weighting in the recorcleclPG&:E/SCE :mix for'"one-half,:of :', ,. ' 
1990. We also observe our adopted split:.almost exactly' equals 'the" 
recorclecl split for Aprill991 (i.;e., 62.4/37.6) which"is,the: l'ast:·,·:;,;j .. :,' 
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month ofr_eco~ded: data used .:by: PG&E;.in .. computing . its:propos:ed.~S<>150;<··· 
split. (E'Ah •. 23--, p:.', 129:/RerlerIPG&E). .' ;.} '.' . ,':~ >r~-::':;c '.:: .. ::"<;":;" 

5.8 Distillate Dispatch Pri~~ i·.· .... :·:~~::;.·~;:·· .. '.~+" ';.: .. " 

5.8.1 . Pmies' -Position~ ..... :.· .. ;; .. ;:<"..J., 

. GRA/:;IEP proposed the use of monthlydtstil.late·.fuel'·· .:"~" ,'. .. 
purchase. ·,Price. as set~ forth in .. ,PG&E" s' workpapers;to. .measur·e:~ ;the' ::.. .... '. 
cost of operating" combustion turbines: ·in .setting:the:ECAC' 'revenue~' .':,., 
requirement.and-IER •. PG&E witness. Grief err. 4:2'3:9) testiffed that 
PG&E does .not account· for fuel oil as· an .. expense. in the' month; ·of'·::· .. 
purehase but. rather uses the' LIFO; (last. i:n!irstout)· method:'·of-····~ 
accounting ." The distillate oil expense· is. priced.' ·a.t· the) ,LIFO,·' . ~" '" 
annual average price. r. '/1'" , ~' ',. 

~. 8.2 Discussion . .. .. '.. . '. . :~, . ':, . ,"-

We:, conclude. that PG&E's 'method' of' treating'. d'istillate' o-i,r:·' 
expense best minimizes overall ·costs·~, Because" the 'costs:· o·f ;.; . .'~ ( ! 
distillate. oil are higher .in winter. :months.: than.,spring;and; :summer: ' ';.' 
months, PG&E endeavors to· purchase. the: distillate·· in.the::xnonths~<in 
which the·. cost is· lower. ('1'r. 2'40.) The difference· in'del:ivery"' 
dates and burn' d.ates for. distillate~ oil reflects. PG&E' s ·least'::.eost:, . 
purchasing strategy. The use of the" LIFO annual avera9'e cost· ~ : 
better reflects the reality of PG&E's leas.t cost purchasing: - .. , 
strategy and the actual costs incurred as compared with.G~/IEP's·· 
alternative... We will accord.in9'ly ad.opt'PG&E's distillate·,·pricin9 
assumptions. 
6. ERAH and LrRABevcnue Rcqui~~s: .. , '- .., ' . 

PG&E's application includea' a request to increase,'rates' 
to recover increased..revenue· requirements. for: ERAM.and, LIRA. •...• <: .', 

The ERAM balancing account was· established·' by the. " , j' 
commission to eliminate fluctuations .:. in-base revenue':recovery"due 
to variations in· sales~ The balancing::account accumulates <the', ... 
d.ifference between the -aetualbilled base' rate' 'revenue" versus the 
authorized base revenue amount •. :Revenue' ad.justxnents. to ; amortize' 
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. 
the under- or overco11ection'in the;ERA,K. balancin9'account':',are 
customarily adopted 'in ECACproceedings. -:'., ":,~~;. ..,-::, ". 

The' ·LIRA. was adopted <by. 0.'8.'9-07'-0'6,2 and: 0':"89-09-044';';' . The, ' 
LIRA provides for a 15% discount:on~- residential ra·tes for: customers:-' 
who qualify under a low-income criterion.", PG&E is:- reimbursed for 
its costs of, the LIRA. program.. through a: rate surcharge,;;. '< The~ LIRA . 

balancing account ·acCUlnu1ates . the' difference' between'" LIRA:: surcharge':.' 
revenues collected and related program. costs., . D. 8,9-09-044. ordered'" 
that LIRA-related rate revision bereviewed~ and adopted:: through. the 
ECAc,proceedinq. 

PG&E' s initial ERAM/LIRA.·request was, based upon:' the"':," 

recorded balance in the accounts at F~bruary 28, 1991 •. PG&E's July 
update revised its requested increase to reflect the May'3i:~:'~\ 
recorded balancing account balances, ,instead of th~ ear~ier, 
February balances:': ' '.'. ',' ',: ' '" 

, , , ~ '.' 

ORA was the only other party to sponsor any testimony on 
ERAM/LlRA revenue requirements. . The ORA/PG&E' Jo'int Recoxnm~nd.~tion" 
resolved all outstanding issues between 'ORA: and. : PG&E as, to/, ERAM and 
LIRA. . , . , _ .' ,:;.< ::'\ v; .. , 

PG&E's August 30,. 1991 update;.testimony further .. ;revised,;· 
ERAM/LIRA revenue requirements. to reflect July 3,1,' 19,91"reeorded 
balances. This is consistent with the Joint Recommendation's 
proposal to update recorded balances for computing revenue:';·' ,,' 
requirements.. The ,revenue increase:.' was. 'also ,recomputed: to/,reflect 
rates effective May 1, 1991., Asa:'-result~ ,the'.'ERAM balance':at:: 
October 31 is forecasted to: .. be, undercollected: rather, than. "~': " 
overcollected, as was assumed"-in the Joint R.ecommendation'.:;"'.i. 

TheURA. revenue requirement· was' similarly· .. updated",.' 
resulting. in a sliqhtlyhiqher overcollection •. Since the LIRA 
revenue shortfall is dependent .on the adopted -residential-, rate ,: ' 
design for 199~,·the LIRA rate change will' be.: subject to;, revision 

\. .... ' 

, '. 
'" I.,. 

.. , 
. " 

"'", . ,',,-, 

in the revenue allocation phase of this ECAC, proeeedinq, .• ," .:-.. "< .~:: ',"'~ ,l " ~ ., 
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·The "proposed" ERAM/LIRA'<revenue': requirement> "inoreasGS'; were ..... ' 
unopposed by any active party •. PG&E's,:updated'ERAMrevenue ":.:. '~,:: .o' : :\,! 

requirement in its August 30,: update,. however," included': one \ ::., 
accounting error. As discussed in Section-6. 3: .. below, 'PG&E,.,agreed· i' 

to credit its ERAM account for .. '$59'0,327:. . Instead,: PG&E·\:.':, ':.": 
inadvertently debited ERAM for that·· amount •. Accordingly.,.:: we'., ha.ve. . 
corrected' this.' accounting. error' in " deriving our. adopted: ;ERAMJ LIRA·' . 

revenue requirement· of $187:,.492'",000· •. ~: ... ::. ~ .. '.·Y~; 
. Appendix: A presents the derivation, our adopted' .ERA~· ,and' 

LIRA revenue requirements. The summary below compares our . adopted ":" ' 
results to PG&E,s initial and updated'.estilnates. 

ERAM 
LIRA 

Total 

April 1 
Ini:tial 

$142,991 
10,771 

$153,762 

July 1 
Update 

$147,966 
10,112 

$159,078. 

($ OOO·'s) 
Joint . Aug. 30 

Recommendation 'Q'pdate 
Adopted 

"" ... 

$148,5.59 $181,885 $180,.701 
10,112 6,791 . 6,791 

.. ' . 
. -

$159,671 $188,"~76· ,_.$187,,492 .. , . .' .'.' '.' '.' 

DAA::raised· certain .issues.. in: connection: with -its review, 
of the ERAM/LlRA revenue requirements which were resolved through 
the J'oint.Reconunendation. We adopt the J'ointRecommendation's 
resolution of ·these issues as reasonable. 'These issues are·": 
discussed below.. ". " . ' . . '. 
§.1 SMlJD Reyenues " " ..... ' ',' . I -' , '" ", , 

'. ORA:. initially· proposed. a.. $2 .. ·6 million' reduetionint'ERAM: -

, .' ... 

to reflect, in' part, a 199'1-' rate, chanqefor capacity"pu:rchased from ;' .:" 
SMO'O. On rebuttal, PG&E: noted' tha.t' ·the' additional, revenue' from the.:' ~~<, 
SMUD rate increase' had already been deductedfromPG&E"s base:.' .. 
revenue amount in. PG&E's :1991, attrition adjustment· (D·.::89-12'-05·7, 
Apdx. C, p ... 11). PG&E and ORA. both acknowledged, this. in the Joint 
Recommendation. Accordingly, we adopt'the Joint Rec'ommendation on ' . 
this issue,·' and.' :make' no- adCli tional adj:ustment for' SMOO revenu:es' as.' , 
originally proposed" by. ORA. ' : ", '., - .' .', . '. ,.,' ..... '.-' 
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6.2 Helms Adjustment Account .:,', ... ", ",' ,",~'''.,: \,':'-~ ~)::;. ~:.:.();"";.' 

,In connection· with. its review-, DRA..,proposed(~various ~'i' ,',' ,,":)": 

wording ~hanges to Part F of, P~E/S Electri-c'I'ariff,,.concerning·.:the' '.'.: 
Helms Adjustment Account (HAA):~ to. reflect changed: circumstances'. 
since the HAA, was. established in 1984 • PG&E' ,expressed· ,concern·. that 
any changes ,to the Helms tariff not prej.ud9'e.PG&E~s .. ability::to·'.' 
request recovery of the balance in the,HAA •. ·We·willadopt<the· 
lanquage as proposed in the Joint Recommendation .. Item,:,C .. 3· ·as·the '. 
appropriate resolution of this matter 1"." and order that PG&E',s 
electric prelilninary statement be . amended, accordingly.: v This. ;, 
language change has no revenue' requirement impacts . on:, the ':adopted • 
forecast in this. proceeding. . 
6.3 conservation Financing Adjustment, 

PG&E conducts conservation financing programs ,through its 
Conservation Financing Adjustment (CFA) •.. .. , ;" '. 

ORA, concluded during its ,field audit work, ,thatthQ " 
balance in the CFA Allowance for Doubtful Accounts was'.too h'igh e OAA proposed to reduce the balance for the electric, portion':'ofthis 
account by $590,.327. The PG&E/DRA Jo,int RecoXlllllendation ., . 
acknowledged this adjustment ·by proposing a credit. of the $-59:0;32'7 
to the ERAM balancing account with an equal debit ,.to"the.electric 
eFA Allowance for Doubtful Accounts •. , No party opposed this," 
proposal,. ana. we will accordingly ·aaopt it·. , . 
Findings of lact . ," 

.1. PG&E filed th).s .application·on April 1,.: 19-91,·reql.1esting, 
an annualized increase of $264,.S:-,mil:lion· in its electric-;.rates . '.: 
relative to itsECAC/AER/"F::R}.M/,LIRA/cEErate proced\,:l;res" ef~ective' ,,,) 

Novembe:r 1,.. .. 199.1. .':' :" :, .. _ ,.,~.~::, .. (:. :",.~. ... .. , ",.'. 
2. PG&E also proposed to update the equiv~lent. IER~<used ,to. 

determine payments to variably priced· QFs, consistent· with~,its . :' .. ;. 
resource assumptions, and. to update its ERI used, to-'adjus:t,capacity 
payments to certain as-delivered QFs.,;. ," ,,""" . , ..... 

- S6 -
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3. PG&E and DRA sponsored a Joint"Recom.niencfat~ion:wniel::i~:·~~.'-· .. -:-::-',;·· 
resolved all disputes. between them·' rel,ated:to' Phase::' ta'~J:ss1ies in 
this' proceeding' and which resulted ,iri·,a'::final·: proposed ECA.C/AER-'" 
revenue requirement· decrease of $-134.5-' mi'llion·. '. '. c' .:'; ., ~ .. -

4. . Parties to- the Joint Recoxnmendati'on· con'eluded'that 'each':" .... 
resource' assumption inel uded therein.'. was', based' on' areaso'nab-fe:: : . 
forecastwhieh;'iwas was consistent:· with its proposeel·' reveriu~;' '-
requirement-anclOF price factors"~·· ,,": ",", 

5. PG&E,;' DRA," and. TORN' sponsored a·· separate j:oint ," ~. ':, . ".' 
recommendation which resolved· all disputes between' th'ose' three',· 

,'" 

parties' related to gas price issues·, in Phase Ia of th1s'· proceeding::: ., . 
6. All active parties were in agreement on~:"nu.mberot . -.,-" 

uncontested resource and modeling assumptions which are· at'tached.'\ as':·" 
Appendices D ana E.··· ".' 

7 • Several resource assumptions' remained in' dispute' 'amon9~' , " .. 
active parties other than the sponsors of -the Joint·· RecollUrlendations 

"" ", referred to above. ." ... 
. 8 •. The resource assumptions which have- been: adopted·i:i:nGthis ' ., 

decision result in 'anECAC1AER revenue'requirement"reduction\ot:" .. :.,,' ....... ' 
$l69,.532,.000 and" result in price tactors'for variably'priced,:"QFS" as"'::' 
set forth in' Appendix C.; . ,:;' : '.':.. ':'-;:,:;:" . ,.: ') .:'; 

9. There is uncertail'lty about 'the'actual :mix'ot-gas·'sou.reos .... 
trom which d,ispatchable 9as will" be' procured during· the· .... 'forecast .'/"''': ,. 
period, and this uncertainty precluded, a precise determInation ot 
the exact mix inadoptin9 resou.rce '~:as'su:mptions .in this' proC(~eding. 

10. A forecasted mix of 7:S%Southwest spot qas'~an:d 25%:PGT'" 

9as retlectsthe ' relative scarei ty"of' cheaper PG'l"'.gas :'while Q.:; 

acknowledging that Southwest spot gas is not the sole -source;:forc:· .. .'(.'i':: 
dispatch ,purposes.; . ··.X: ,'.' .' .:::~ .. -

11. Under its interdepartlnenta'l·tariff, PG&E"'sel"ec:tr£c"· ..... 
department·pays a volumetric transport rate known ',~fs :th'e'T£er II 
transport rate whieh. ean be avoided:' by the 'eieetricdepartmerit . 'by , ... ,( 

dispatching a resource other than gas. 
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12 .:: ~ Including 'I'ier' II: in: the~:priee, for. :dispatching thee::,"': " .' 
electric system of a combined utility min.i:mizes "costs to :.:aJ:l',\:~i" .,: 
ratepayers. ,.' 1/:;' " .. ',..': ;':': 

l3. 'I'he one-company ,approach to< dispa tchinq.,the el'ectric," -!'; :' ,. 

system of a combined utility minimizes costs to all ratepayers. f",,_ ,.., , 

14. The use' of the 4%. shrinkage·factor for dispatch,:purposes 
is consistent with the one-company approach •• 

l5. Gas curtailments could be affected in various and· unknown': 
ways based upon a pl:'oduction cost estimate absent variably. pricea: 
OFs which WOuld, -require a new ACAP·simulationto· determine." , , 

16. 'I'he avoided cost, postings for ,quarterly QF.prices. .donot· 
incorporate an analysis of gas curtailments on a QF-inlout·basis. 

17.,Past Commission,policy has. been to, consider.allpast 
refueling outages in forecasting Diablo .canyon generation for, 
ECAC/'AER. pUr:POses.. ' , ' . 

1&,. 'I'he;,.use, .of 10nger,terllLexperience avoids the ri$k-:.that 
the effects of very good or bad short-term performance wi,ll,', .::,' , 
aominatethe' ,for,eeast. . ': .\' , ;; ::\; . 

19. PG&E. ,based its Diab-1ocanyon:,refuelingoutaqe' estimates·: 
of 10 weeks on only the, tWQ:·most recent. cycles' for ,each.) of,·:'the,)'·· -:;: 
units, based upon·measures, taken to-,:,shorten' outage', -lengths',,;; ;and· ' 
based upon comparisons that show, that its method-,has more 'closely 
approximated~recent years' recorded· experience than does an average, ", 
of all historical outages. . ' :' '.:,:' ;., \",. " 

20. ,All, par,ties based, thei~, Oiablo-rgeneration.;";f-orecast·\on.: 
averages., of past .outages ,differing merely: :in .the 'choice of': periods ,.,', .•• 
covered. 

21. An~ ll-week, for,ecastresul tS"from·,.adj,us.tin9 the\ weighting 
factors applied to historical outages to- ref1eeta:uni£orm:::.inerease. 
in relative .wei~rht over time .-:. ' . " . ,:' .. :: 

22.. GRA/IEP's. hydro .modeling:: ,conventions:, imposed.::'hiqher 
minimum capacities than did. those of PG&E on the assuxnption.that~ 
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more off-peak capacity was, needed" for;: constant': rc'source':' flexibili ty 
to service hydro load. regulation needs.-;: ' , , :-,,: ; ,',:: :,,;:;'.., ': 

23. PG&E's near-zero minimum capacity hydro modelinq " '\', ,',','~ 

assumptions are adequate to respond to, instantaneous"chanqes in" 
load. .,,:>~:CI·:;I . '., 

24." PG&E' provided, various, exampJ:eswhere 'actual operation ;'of 
its hydro units varied by more~than the'ramp'rate,'constraints;: ",' 

" ' imposed, by GAA/IEP.." 
25-. GRA/IEI>'s.',hydromodelinq results :inc:onsistentIY',used" i' 

recorded 1990 data to, derive ',minimumcapacitieswithout',reqa'rd 'to' 
enerqy availabilityassUlned durinq the· ~orecast -:period/ i 

26. The complexities or computinq the impactof·"transmis'sion, ' 
line losses on the IER make it uncertain as to what the' net'chanqe 
would be on aQFs-in/out basis.. '" ,'. ,,:~,: (~ 

27. GRA/IEP's proposed method of accountinq for'l'irie':losses,' 
fails to account consistently,for' ~actors which'may .. reduce,;'as well 
as increase line losses. . -" ,": ',' -~ '/:' ,,~, ,::-:< .. ; , '- '~. 

28. PG&E revised its forecast of the percentaqe· of,'SM'CJD's'~"" ' i" 

sales it would provide durinq'the forecast'period· from-7S%":-d:own' to 
25% based. upon certain months, of '1991 recorded' data ~ ''',:.. ':>"" 

29. GRA/IEP proposed usinq SeE's estimate' 'o~ SMtrO;sales'to ' , 
determine the percentaqeof salessuppliecl' by PG&E,: or: in the"'" 
alternative to rely on PG&E" s original:" estimate'based on'l~":nionths ' 
of recorded data. <:,. ::.:<.: 

30.,' ~ An' estimated 6Z.5%,of, SMUO, sales provided., by'PG&E','results 
from. applying: equal weiqht to'.PG&E's·' recorded data' 'froni~ "l99 o~ ~and '-, 
its updated 1991 data. .:: ,- ", <) 

3l.: PG&E's method' of acc:ountinq;:for :distrllate:'oi1.,·,expense on 
a last-in. first-out basis' minimizes'overall::costs.,' ',,: ,"'. :/,',-

32. The ERAM and LIRA revenue requirements" as: cosporisored by"" 

PG&E and ORA. in the joint Recommendation- were uncontested" 'by any::: 
other party •. ". ',.-",' 
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33. 0.89-12-057 reduced PG&E' s ERAM., :Casefrev,e~ue" amo,unt ~y, 
,." _ ." ' t .. - .", _ " • " .,. ,'~ • . .... .. '. _ ',_' " • "~.' .' , .1,'_' •• " •. ' ,j""., ,., 

$2.4 million,;,to" ~cc~unt .. for ~he forec~s~ ef,f~ct, o,~,~~d;~~~i~?a,l~:,:: 
revenue due to a rate increase for the Designated Sales Transaction 

. ,. "', 
.,'.' 't .•• 

to SMUD. 
34. Parties to the .Joi~t Rec~'mmenda~ion agre~d' ~~. inci~de' in 

• • ; '" • i.< ,',. , .. ' (,' ;";,,_., ':' .. :,0,,/ . . .....,..... 

the forecast the revenue :from S1100 in the amount of $427,533 to 
• ~ .'" I : " ~', 1 ~ ,\1,: ' ",:., .,' 

properly reflect capacity sales to ,SMUDfor November. and December 
'. " j .':,. .' ,,', 

1991. 
cons:luwns of Law. .' ....... ) .. ,'. ,:.', ,:' ,\',,'.':< ',- ,". ,~,):\ .~,,' ,;',':'.: ... :-"",." •• .'...., 

1. The resource assumptions, which were,not contested ~y any 
• .. , .. .f".... ' " ., ...•.•. :. ': .: .. :- .. , :< "':;);"',;:; " " .... :. ... H, ~ 

party as set forth in the joint recolnInendation and prese,nted, in .' 
Appendix, E should be adopted', ,as adju~t~d for .:r;eco~,ded baianeil"l9 

.- • • • " ! • • -" ' ~ '., ,,' ,~, A, ~ ',,"'" 

account data through July 3:l~f199l~ ... , 
2. The uncontested resource assumptions which 'we 'adopt ir~'m 

the j oint recommendation shall not be. used as precedent .in .. a~~'· . , .. 
. other. pro~eed.ing, or litigation beyond this proceeding.: ",' 

., , , ., ~ • " • >. ! < • ~ .' ", • I .:, 

3. PG&E should adjust. its. adoptecirev:enue:r:eqt.lirementsfor 
ECAC/ AER/ERAM/LlRA as set forth in Appendix' A bas'e'd ~po~ ~ f,~~~~a~t ',' 
period Nov~er 1, 1991 to Oct.ober 31, 1992,anci Shoulci,inco:C-porate 

, • ,,' '. • -". i .. " ~, • • ", 

these aQopted adjustments into its,total consolidated. rate changes 
" '. ,- _ ,.J ,. , .' . "' ,: '. ""....: " ' ,~, .", 

to :become effective January 1, :'992,. 
4. The .pricefactor~ for' v,~r,iable-p:r:i~~d. QF~ ,.\t,'h.i~h.,,:~h~u,l.d),e 

adopted for the November 1, 1991 to October 31, 1992 forecast 
"\ 

period ·for PG&E are set forth inAppenaixCfo,r:the, IER, the, 'ti:me~ 
, '0'. , .) .\.." ",. '.,',1,,1... • •... , 

differentiated IERs,. the. 
period. is also contained 
be adopted. 

5.. These QF pri~e 

O&M adders ...... The OIEP... for th,is forecast .. .' ,. , \ . ..' ',' "~~ .~,~ .' . ,:. . .. 

in Appendix ~.,. AnERI of 1.0 .. shoul,d " also 
~ • " r '" ,j • '~ •• ' ',.' ..,..' _,' .... ~.~., '. '. , 

, . ," ,.---,.' .. 
". ~. r.! . ~ ,,' 

factors sh.oul,d .,go .int,o effect, c,onsistent 
• .." .,' "_, .... w., , ... I~ ... , ).. "c" .... i ~'." '" . '1..-,,-

with· commission decisions onavo,ided cost quarterly pr,iceposting:s .. 
, .' i .~ ,)-.) •. '/ ... .,., •• '~.' .' ~" , <'. 

6.. The qas. .inciustry,restructuri:09' rules do "no,t requir:e" the. " 
a:Candonment of the one-~ompany approa~h fo~ d.ispatching 'the'" '., . . 

, . '" ".,,' - .... r.. . ... '", _I " ,", '-', " ~ "-<.~ 4 .~ 

electric department of com:cined utili~ie~. ;,., " ",~,' '" 
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/',. . "-, ;" ... "~. " " .: . ;'\ 

7 ~ 'I'h~" disp~tChcost' of "g~~ ;for" ~le6tr:Lc generation> should 
exclude the G';'UEG' Tier Ii" transport 'rate;" and':'sh01.il(i~ include'::'a,: 4%' 
gas shri~a'ge: rate. "" " - , "'" 

8. The IER should not be increased to reflect greater gas" 
curtailments due to the lack of,c:erta:intyas to how gas ." 
availability would char!qe- absent' QFs."' ,. 

'--.,"':' 

9. . While' more recent outage' cycles for Diablo canyon:: p"rovide ' ' 
better predictive value of forecasted outage durations than do 
older cycles, longer term experience sho'lld not be totaily'1griored -:. 
given the uncertainties of fore'casting.' , ..... . 

10. A forecasted outage duration of' 11 weeks fairly 
incorporate~ the superior pred'ictive value of recent' outages while: 
still giving . some weight to longer t'erm historical outage' , .. , 
experience. ' ,", 

11. PG&E's hydro modeling'assumptions for SMOD'and'WAPA 
provide reasonable forecasts and' properly incorporate) minimuXI't-hydro' 
capacitie,s adequate' to accomxnod'ateresource flexibility' 
requirements.'" 

12. The IER should not be increased to reflect a' changes in::: 

.. ,'." 

','-" 

line losses since no party has presented a convincing measure of' " ' " 
how net line losses would change absent QFS;, 'and; 'the complexities 
of determining such a measure is beyond the s'copeof 'tn±s 
proceeding. 

13. SMUDsales should be assumed to compri'se 6~.S%'from: PG&E . 

and 37.5% from other' sources, based up'on' an' equal weightinq~· of ' 
available re'corded data trom'1990 and'l99:1.~' 

14. PG&E's method. of accounting for distillate oil invent'ory' 
on a LIFO ba's:is should oe adopted"for developing ,the ·IER:. 

15. 'I'he estimated revenue'requirements for ERAM'and'LlRA ·for 
tb.e 12-~onth' period beqinninq November' i, '1991, as set fortli in the 
Appendix A, upclated to reflect July 3-l recorded:balanees ,'are" 
reasonable and should be adopted~ .... -. " .. ' 
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. " ... .,. 
,,-.t' .... 

", 0' ...... ··D ·R 'D' '.'. '"'' , ,." .' '" e- ~ ~ .1 J \,. 

1:T 1:S' ORDEREJ> that:-~,; , ... ",-'.:, .. , .. ;;,,: :: ..... ; .:) 

" '.I ' , ' ... /\ 

1. Effeetiv~ November');;; '199.1" "~a:cific" Ga:s 'an:d::'Eiectric 
Company (PG&E) is. authorized'and" directe;':~ tor~eor'd:: ~o~ts in its 
respective balancing accounts'; covere,d:" by:, th1sorder" cons,istent with 

," • ,'1. ' •• 

the following adjustments: in adopted revenue requirements: 
A decrease in Energy Cost,Adjustment Cl'ause~'~c'ECAC)' of $:159,300,000; 
a decrease in the Annual Energy Rate (AER) of ,$101,23,2~000; an 

, , 

increase in Electric Revenue Adjustment Mechanism (E~ of 
$180,701,000'; all increase in Low Income Rate Adjustment., (LIRA) . of 
$6,791,000. ," .'::;' 

2. The rate adj,ustments' related to,: the revenue, requirements " . 
changes adopted, in Ordering_, paragraph:' 1 shall be included'in.~ the',;' ,.'" 
revenue alloeation phase, of this proceed·inq" ': and. deferred from. ,:: '. ' '. , , 
Noveltlber. J., 1991 to- January 1, 1992·,'to,:,be,:conso-lidated,.witb. PG&E"s 
1991 Cost of Capital Proceeding, its·1'991.~,Attrition",Rate,:Adj,us.txnent. 

filing" and other. pending proceeaings'with"aD. ,effect'ive'rate:':'change 
date of January 1, 1992. ,."., .. ,' ,'\ 

3. The QFprice factor:shall.go into effect consistent with 
Commission decisions, on, avoided cost· quarterly: price'posting ••. :,,' " : ::: ",~ 

4. Effective January 1, 1993, O&M expenses for PG&E's 
irrigation district contracts'not related to purchased volumes of 
water and power plus fixed costs shall be subtracted from the 
adopted ECAC/AER revenue requirement and recovered. as part of 
PG&E's Base Revenue Amount in ERAM. PG&E is directed to include 
forecasts of these expenses in its 1993 General Rate Case 
Application for the 1993 test year. The adopted ECAC/AER forecast 
in this proceeding includes irrig'ation district expenses of 
$54,055,300. PG&E will be permitted to recover the above-mentioned 
irrigation district expenses for November and December 1992 in its 
1992 ECAC proceeding. 
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5. Effective November 1, 1991, PG&E shall add the following 
language as section 4 (c) to PG&E"s :eJ:eetric Preliminary Statement 
Part F: 

c . Pursuant to 0.85-08-012, Part:',F;"4 CbY:;'is<'in'; .;'~ 
. ' effect and the. entries descr~ed in, 3 (a), .. ", ' ," 
., through 3 Cd) above' were discontinued' ,,' '. .k, 

effective septeml:>er,,1', J.9·S'S..'The'balance "', 
in the Helms Adjustment Account, accrued , 
pursuant t.o D.84-07-070'when the Helms 
units were out of,service'frol1l>,5epteltlber 
30, 1So84,throughApril.30, 1985., ".shall 
remairl in place pending a 'Commission 
decision on an application for ,recovery by' 
PG&E. 

. , '" 
., .". 

6. PG&E shall make its best efforts to complete a. conversion· , 
of the mainframe GASDOS model to a desktop model. In this new 
version, (l) simulation will not be restricted: to, ealendar,years., 
and the entire' winter season ,(September through: March) . wj .. ll':' .. })e, 

included, (2) gas supply and demand' balancing: will, ,be fully:'-, .' 
integrated to eliminate the: need' for, separate' spreadsheets., ( 3) .,' 
sixnulation. results. will, be~ made' wi tho' minimal manual inter.rention'r 
and (4), modifications to service categories' will be simp'l"i'fiec:1:'and~',· 

less c:1itficult to make. \'~ -.;' 

.. 7'", PG&E: shall make ,a good faith effort·· to have: its Q'F:: 
relational database model available by: January 19-92. ,', .' ") ,:,:, ,',( :: 

, II' 

• -.1 . )~ ... I,"} . . i . , 'j .~.; I.:i 

.. :.': .' :,: ,~, ,,'" :' ~ ~" 

.' •• r ... 

• ~ ". > ~ ~: • ~.,.., '. ', .... 
. -. , , ,~ . ; ;-. . . ' .. , 

.: ... ',"" 

'. I , __ " , ' \', ,"1: '~'"':, 

" ,:.~ \ ~ <.0J' ';. J '" '.: <1.:" . . .. ... \.. ~ 

- ~ ,.... '." < • > ". ,~.\. '. '\ .~ .. ,-

,< __ •• <.~"',~;"" > ..... _ ,. ,.1 "_~ ~. ~ 

, , ~, , 'I 
, ..... ,. .. "./~~- .. '\ .... ~,. A· 

~. 

." :,~ ":' ',.~,:)~):~.~.~... .~ .. :~ 
, - • ,,' ~ I _. I \ ' 

j*. •• I~\ . ' 
.... ,...",...... .. -"'. .' • ~,I .... 1-> ., 

.\. 
"~. 

.,'~" 
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s. PG&E sh~ll credit to the ERAM balancing ~ccount the 
~ount of $590,327 and debit ~ similar amount to the electric 
Conserv~tion Financing Adjustment Accumulated Provision for 
Doubtful Accounts. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated November 20, 1991, at San Francisco, California. 

PATRICIA M. ECKERT 
PX'es·ident 

DANIEL Wm. FESSLER 
NORMAN O. SHUMWAY 

Commissioners 

Commissioner John B. Ohanian, 
being necessarily absent, did 
not particip~te. 
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CACCIlk/1-

PAClr:JC CA~& £LtCTRIC COMPANY 
EI.ECTRIC CEPAATMENT 

Summary Ofl=lewnue C".non 
t:"eCIIYII"nl.W'Y , , , gQot 

.... ---.... ------~ .. -----------.--.. -- ------ .... _-- - .. -------
PI=lt:St:NT 
AAT~ 

I=I~NU~ t:LZMt:NT I=I~NU~" 
1$000'1) .•••......... __ ..... ----_ .......... --- .... --- --_ .... . ---_ ... -

I!nll'gy CoatAOjuatmtnt Clau.e (e:CAC) 

------------------~-----------------, AOo~ed ECAC eo.ta s:I,m.* 
2 Eallll'llted eCAC.OOOI.Inttalano ... of10131~1 
3 OC $aMy Committee tr .. ea3 
4 Otllgn8zeo Sale. Tranll6caon. to l=Ie.le Custom ... 1113,134) 

~ ~btOIaI 3,11".425 

(I Fl'llnohiM F_ .. UnooIa.ctI>It AoaOWlla Expenw ~O.IIO'" 0 

7 TatIIIl!CAC l=IatIIl Rlvenua. $:1,81",042:1 

Annual Elltl'Cly Rat. (AEJI> 
------------------------

8 AQOlXtO At:1=I Costa SZ!1.(I'O 
" c.lorated s. ... Tranactiona 10 Re.1e Cuatomera 15.313) 

10 ~btOIal 21:1.207 

" ifranCnisa " .. , .. uncoliecaOle ACCounts I!lcpenaa C o.~ 0 

12 TOIIlI A~ Rail ~~ S2'1:I.207 

e .. I!n .. gy ~lJWnu .. (e:FIAM) 

---------------------------
1:1~.cj e. .. A-. ~lor120' 3.3.:12,&42 
14 EIII_tedERAM~MJ»,IaI'lO ... ot10/31~1 
,~ I.IAA $/'IOf'C'all (20.(178) 
,(1 OtllQnllttd Salll Tr.n.Cllon to l=Iell&la Customers \:13,1"2) 

17 Toeal ERAM R..II ~ 3,273,022 

1.0,", Incoma Rate Aaalatance C-I~ 
---------------------------------

18 UAA Shot*JI 0,174 
,,, Eat/_ted UAA.000I.I1ltJ»,1a_ .. or10/J11111 0 
20 AdI'IIiMtnatiw eo. .. 2,437 

Z1 TOtIIII.IAA ~lMInU'1 11,011 

22 eon-tion Flnanclno A4uIIJMnt (CFA) S1.428 
~ c.Jllomii Public IJtiltita CorIImiuiofI Fe. sa,511 
::!4 0Ir'l1I' ~""",,,II $040~ 

TOTAI.RET~I.RevENUES S7,:170,801 
PERCENTAQE1NCREASE 

11 Baaed on ratw-"tCllw:lfli91. 
2/ A....,.~ Aatea t.Md on tt. lor.c..t-cI_il ..... o/7I:I:rn.04:I2 Gwt\ 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 

.......... --......... 
I=I~NU~ ACOPTt:O AOOPTt:O 
CMANQ~ I=I~NUt: AVt:AAC:~ AATt: 

I=It:QUII=II!MI!NT ':lJ 
1$000'1) 1$000'.) (Ctllta/KwII) ---_._.- ........... 

(So'1:1,7fIG) s:I.4e'.~7 
217,:JG:1 217~ 

0 eG3 
0 1113.134) 

(108,408) 3.010.010 

30,73e 30,73e .. _- . •• 111 ••••• 

1$107,(170) $:1,048.7:10 4,GOO 

CS12,78O) S2OO.G::O 
0 (11.313) 

<12.780) 202.:117 

1.'728 1,728 

(S".~) S204,24:1 0.2:18 

,ee,"71 :1,:121.313 
12.200 12.230 

0 (2(1,(178) 
0 \:13,'''2) 

180,700 3.4.53.72:1 4,3M 

17,:104 2e,S78 
(10,71:1) (10,7'1:1) 

0 2.437 ---
0,1$1 18.402 0.023 

SO S1.0428 
SO sa,:!71 
SO $040,:1.)0 

58.780 $7,:170.(1(10 Q..lOQ 
0.12% 
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CACOn)(/'! APP!NOOCe 

TABLE 1 

e PAC'''''C CAS & El..ECTFlIC COMPANY 
ELEen:lIO CEPAFlTMENT 

ACOP'T'~C !N!FlCV eOS'T'S 
ECACFor_.t"..~: NQWtnb .. 1,1go, tlYClUOII~31, 10112 

..................................... _.--_ ........ --.......... --_ .......... _---................................. 
PUFlOI'IAS!SI A~FlAC~ TO'T'AL. TOTAl. !CAC A~FI 

OENERATION COS'" COSTS CPUCc.o.- ooSTS oo::'T:; 
TYPE OF ENEROY l' 2J ~, 

(Owll) % (o.nll/Kwll) ($000'.) ($000'.) ($000'.) ($000'.) 

..... _ ... - -- -- --
FOI .. ill1.lel 

Cu - PC: 170,002 68.0'7% 1~HI1 S:XI1 ,8IlCI S3:\0~ s:!OO,eoG $2P,7~0 

G .. - UEO" 1:Joi,100 S133.470 121,04$ 12,012 
Oil- R_1<l1A1 zueo 11,70 3.00l1li1 68.407 •• 171S e2.Q.311 O,,~O 

Oil - Dillin •• 404 0.10 ZS.,2l171 2.072 S2,002 "m ,ee 

$\.IbtcaJ FOU<l FwI ~A2,M2 74.0~ 2.78220 1S3lI~ ~,044 SAeIS,oeo S40.0(l4 

Geocnerrnai $.", 0,4'3 2.41:1 ,.OO~, 10C1.Tl'O $108.275 00.110 o,~~ 

PurCllaseQ POWII' 
irrigatIOn 011""* 4.0402 1~ ,.,20011 ISO,3ZSZS W,1111 4~.OOIl 4,1S" 
cvP (3~) <, .311) 1.100II7 (41,3(1e) ($41,172) (37.4(17) (3,101S) 
VAriAbly f)~ OF Etwgy II •• 3.84 3,01831 2QII.1004 S2511.3QO 210,.:Io4~ 2(1,7~7 

Otnll' Q'" (1IICluOlIlQ CapacItY Paym.nt_) 11.0:s;l 4.» 11.23110 1,2311.080 S1.2:s;1~ 1.122.271 110,004 
N~t 1I.1ee 3.'11 1.~01S 127.020 S127,02O "IS.~IIII ",432 
soutnwe,t ~nclualllC 5all5) (~) (0.02) 3.1~D31 '1,3.50) (S',344) (1.22:1) (121) 
CCWR 0 0 
Otnll' a 0,00 , 1.711(187 70G $703 G:IO 4:1 

e SuOtotal PurcllaseQ POWII' :10,007 ".aa ISmll1 1.Q~.7~ 1.(1(15.1100 '~'IS,GeO ,~,II:10 

Wat.,ft:!' POll" 12,775 4.QG O.031S41 4,~4 $.04,503 4/:JJ1 4C1S 
Oil I ""*'tay CatI'yII'IO Coer 0.3II1S SA.3':U MOil ao42 
V_nab" WhMil'lQ 271 $270 241S 24 
I.OI-(Oai,*) 01'1 ~ 01 SI ... 0 

~!(Uj EtIQ«ov ~ 242.041 0.1104 O,IIQ'~ 2.3:11,2l1Q 2;Q0~ 2."'~' 2011,~O 

'4 
OC :iens.tMnt R-n~ '5.338 ZS,1Ia e.M~1 '.Me.241 ".$4e,Qr27 , .1S4II.Q27 0 
Exo_ Ow l_tC)ty CMyiI'lQ Coet {'> (') (1) 0 
OC Ba.e R_w F!eQUiNIMI'It (,OU30) (1\le.e~0> ,1 DIS.a.30) 0 

~---.. ----
TOT~$ 2~.3eIS 

" JUl'laClctlO"allzed at a'I.e::!'" 
21 EeAC 001- .,. ;1", (If CPUC UMaI OOIt11, un._ 0ItWW_ .~If!.d. 
:l, AER OOlIa .... 11"- 01 CPlJC !C*I GOlia, unltaa. 0CIww_ Ip.oift.<!. 

100.00% ,.~ s:I.cea,lIIIl1· s:I.OrO•CI27 

~I on,. ---0-OOit f¢t Oiablc> ().ny<WI s.as.m.tt FWwnwa ia ad/".t.d for 1M Oiablo CaI'lI'Ol'l a..1e R_IM A.c!loIr.",."t CI 
S 100.&Xl MId U'Mt Slftty CCimmiu. F.OI soe:s. 

(END OF APPENDIX B) 
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APPENOIXC 

PACIFIC GAS & EL.ECTRIC COMPANY 
'- \ ,,~ ,l, .". 

TOTAL EOUIVALENT OFIER CALCULATION 

Average Conv The rmal Cost- $/MMbtu 

Total OF-In Cost- Thousand $ 

Total OF -Out Cost -Thousand $ 

Change In Total Cost - Thousand $ 

Variable OF's - Gwh 

Marginal Energy Cost - mills/kwh 
(excl. O&M adder) 

QFIER - Stu/kwh 

Variable O&M adder - mills/kwh 

. - "'/" '" , 
'.,r', ,. _, _ .. 10 

Geothermal adder~' mills/kWh";"'" .. ' ',' ', .. , .... :,.' .,., "'~"J : .••.. :;, .. J';. •. • ",-" '. 
'fl, '(.,~ ..::,;, • \·~l.~i" ... ,~~ {'-.I,..", ,', 

Cash WOrking Capital - milis/kWh 

Total Marginal Ene rgy Cost - mills/kwh 

Equivalent OFIER - Btu/kwh i" f' 'I "t,·,,' -'I" \. 1.,",,/-: ,,1·1,_:: " ',"~ '\ 

Notes: 
('1) Variable O&M Adder from jointrecommendatlon in A.90-04-003 
(1) Geothermal Addtrfrom AdVice Filing No. 133G-E date, Feb. 1, 1991 
(1) Cash WOrking Caj:lital as adOj:lted in 0.89-12-057, . . 'I. 

- , -
."' '... ,~ 

2~7479 

1,499,916· 

1,761,529 

261,613 

9,896'0'4 

26.44 

9.620 

2~80 

0.5732 

29.91 

10,885· 



Summor 

Peak 
Partllll-P.ak 
Off-Peak 
Slol~r Off-Poak 

s.uona! Avg. 
Seuon a! Tot. 

Wlntar 

Partl.-Peak 
Off-Paak 
Super Off-Peak 

Seuona!Avg. 
s.a.onal Tot. 

Annua! Avg. 
Annual Tot. 

Nota.: 

APPENOtXe 

PACIFIC GAS & ELECTFUC COMPANY 
Oarlvation ofTlmo-Olffarenti.ed QF Inoromenta! enargy R.a. 

(QFlER.) 

QF1ER 
Marglnlll MEC Annual By Timor 

Enorgy Cit. FCTR Avg. QFlER Pariod 
(Slmwtl) (Btu/kwtl) (Btu/kwh) 

----- ----- ........ -- -----~ .. -
1.,.33 ,.o;ze Q"?'1 
,1,35 O.g?" Q344 

'0.21 0.go1 &130 
1S.1$ 0.8048 &1S0 

1&.05 0.032 &Ge1 

20.00 1.123 10&03 
18.83 1.043 10033 
1&.01 1.012 ;131 

1;.0; 1.000 102.,1 

11.80 '.000 Ge20 ;020 

(a) Siolmmorinciudo. Maythrollgl'l October1gg2 
WInter Indudo. Novomber.December 1 gg1 and January tl'l rollgl'l Aprl , SlQ2 

Mour. 
Par Parlod 

--------
?,.,Q 
g20 

,P7, 
?'30 

44HI 

10g0 
1PSO 
128 

4308 

&784 

(b) OFlER b--cl on OIIarail average convantional1t1arm. rat.ofS2.747;/MMI31\.I 
Rate Cillculatlonainciud. commOdity cl'largo. dema",d charge and voillmotrictra",.portatlon Cl'largo. 
(C)Th. m.,glna! .norgy collt. bytlmo period ara ba .. d on tha PROMOO limlliation run 
"at Ingllda, QF, In tn. ralOurce plan. Staam goner.ion vllllled at ga. dl.patcl'l price. 
(d)"', m.,gina!onergy coatfactor ill tho m.,glna! energy co.10r that time 
period divided by!l'Io a","ua! avaraga mar;i"'a! onorgy co8t. 
(e)Tho QFlEFl10r a timo period i. oqua! to tl'la margl",a! anargy Co« factor fortl'lat 
tlmer period mllltlplied by tho annulll avarago QFIER. 
(1)Tl'le nllmberofl'loyra in 1t1ovariOllatima period. w~1 dlffar "lgl'IUy from "0 .. 
approvoct in CPUC Deciaion M-1Z-0Q, becau .. PROMOO doaa not ranact 
weekday,l'Ioliday" and tho load forecalt alllllmoa that tha cllla",dar yaa' 
alway. begin' on a $Jnday. 

(END OF APPENDIX C) 
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
1991 ECAC/AER/ERAM/LlRA/CEE FILING 

SUMMARY OF UNCONTESTED MODELING CONVENTIONS 

1. Dispatchers Risk Aversion feature (PROMOD) 

100 percent of weekends with a MW adjustment, zero week nights and weekdays. 

z. Minimum Therma1 Generation 

In PROMOD. the minimum fue1 burn feature is used to assure at least 
565 GWh/month generation from the conventional thermal generating p1al'lts. In 
PROSYM. units are combined into stations. with a station min,imum specified in 
order to produce the minimum generation each hour. 

3. Must Run Units 

Combination of designating units a-s must rUT! or use of PROMOD·s area 
protection feature. At 1east seven units are maintained on line~ with 
aooitiona1 units during the summer peak period. 

4. Minimum Load Conditions 

Sackdown order ac:ording to economic and contractual rules as· sn.o.wn on 
pages 3-23 and 3-29 of PG&E·s Forecast Report. In PROMOO~ FRPL recorcs are 
~sec to obtain the order. 

5. Minimum Downtime of Conventional Therma1 Units 

iZ nours for 750 MW and 330 MW c1ass units. 48 hours for a11 other ,1asses 
of un; ts. 

(END OF APPENDIX D) 
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APP~IX E. 

PACIFIC GAS AND' ELEctRIC: ,COMPANY- ' 
1991' ECAC/AER1ERAM/I.IRA/CEE' 'FILING:. 

SUMMARY OF UNCONTESTED RESOURCE ASSUMPTIONS, 
BASED ON PARTIES. JUNE UPDATE FILINGS 

1. Area Load Forecast-June update 
'. " 

.. .' ) ~, • I 

ECAC Test Year Nov. 1991-0ct. 1992 103.616.8 GWh 
.' • I , ~. ~:. ".::'" " • ';'. ~:.. ,'0' 

2. Hydroe1ectric Generation amounts-June update 

a. PG&E~ owned, Hydro, w/o: He1ms ' .. ~ "l~. ~S~,~:~" G~~>:,:; "~: :',., " .• , 
b. Irrigation Districts 

c. USSR (WA?A) Hydro 

d. NCPA 

e., SMUD';" 

f.. ,CCSF" 
. "'., "J ... ' 

g. MID/TID 

3. Helms Pumped Storage 

I, ...... 

4~494.0 GWh ,:'~~:,:::, .. ' 

3,335.7 GWh ~:".:,;;.,::,: ... ,:,':;::' 

';:: ~;,,: ~ 50~. ~;,~~~~:c, ': <: ,'(:~,: 
.. " " " .,' ~ ':: 1. 653 : 6;: GWh:7 : w ;: r~ ~ 

5If~:o"?GWh - .~= t:\~:::':' " .. 
,,", I 

- " •• ,,,, • .1 f"'" 
.. '. ' "J " " . ,"', :~ .... " .- :" :; ;', ~~~, . ',): ,. "": 

Three units with a combined generating capacity 0(.1212 M~.,.and pump,~ng 
capac~tyof 966 MW y and inf10ws and water management represented:1 n"both 
PROMOD and ?ROSYM. " '" "',: : ;',:' , ' .", ,~ .. , '-

\' .... ",.' 
to " 

"" •• '" " t".'*> ., P., , .. 

," I, '.,' j ..... 

,.... "":.j' . 

, _ .. ' .... ,,' 

,f'\. _.' "r 

Fi'nll peaking purchase from PP&L "based"'on 'contract .. " 80MW/I00·~·MW~ca'Paci ty 
seasona 1 • . • ,:,'.,' 

5. Northwe-st purchases by 'CSC .:.; 97 ;9-::'GWh 
•• I" F • 

""",: " . ,". '. I... . ~, ., ,,. ~" I" • 

", '," , .. 

On-peakfim takes over CSC·:s ZS"M'1Ii 'share' of DC .. lhie capacity~· ,,:'.':, 
. . --'" . ,_',,:: • ,:" ":: I"" ":.,::. t.: .. ,''.'-. :" ,". :':','::: ..... ~::: \ '::~.~2 

6. Southwest Misce1'aneous purchases bv PG&E - 96.0 GWh,priced at 17.5 mi"s/kWh 
fill ",._,: ... " ::, ."\:" .:<:""'l"~ll"":"~~:~~: .: .. "'~'" 

Fixed off-peak purchases based on historical Quantities. , 
, • "", ,. ", I d ... , ' ..... ' .• ' .,'. 

r ',J • ~ '., ~ '", " 

Fixed around the clock energy sale transaction based on historical 
Quantities. 

8. Ca1ifornia Power Pool Purchases 

Economic energy purchases' assumed at an incrementa' heat rate of 
11.000 Btu/kWh. 

" 

~ ".-
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APPENDIX E 
PACIFIC GAS ;ANO:' ,ELECTRIC', COMPANY',:' 

1991 ECACjAER/ERAM1LlRAiCEE:,nLING" 

SUMMARY OF UNCONTES-T.ED RESOURCE· ASSUMPTIONS· ' 
, (Conti'nued} " " "'. 

,.. I I.,"·,·' 
, , ,,' ',I '" _ ,J •. , ' 

9. Sierra Pacific Purchases - 3.6 GWh at a cost of S326~000 
. . " .. : " I~ :1 '? .'. ~. ':"1 \. T , " ~, .'~ ~:,: :,~ ". "~ , 

Around the clock deliveries to serve PG&E customers in the Eeho Summit Area 
+'-', .,.f,-' : ~ .~' ,~~ '.: 

10. Miscel'aneous purchases for others - 35.: GWh 

Around the c'oekpur~has~s of 4 MW by oth~~~~n2the~~~~a.~~~i~d=~~;historical 
quantities.,: ','., "''',: ..... :: ,"V-' ,. 

11. NCPA Resources 
I 1\;'" . ...','" ... ,. 

\ f<:,' ,.: I:"; (~ ',... 

a. NC?A Geothermal - 1338.0 GWh 
Unit w;th','cyc1'ing,operations - 238, MW on-peak and 90 MW oi'f''':peak.' 

b. NCPA COG -,36.3 GWh ~",,,., ' 
" , F;xed,firm,"around'the clock transaction based on histori.ca1:"'quantities. 

c. NCPA CT - 15.;9~'GWh· ~:: ~< >, 
Fixed non-firm peaking transaction based on histo~ical quantities. 

12. SMUO Resources 
. " 

, '~;'~ ,'" .:, ,~ )'" :" ',,: ~-:"I,; " 

• '," A \ , ) , •• 0'" < • n , , .~ "'; ., : I; "','/ :,,~' I" ... 
a. NWfor":SMUD~-1735.6GWh:"'· ", ',' ", ,,': ;,:,'~' " ,,"-,' 

Assumes fun utilization of 200 'MW AC '1 ine entitl,ement',; I\C:'oo:p,'~f10w 
causes 1 ine 1 imitations from Apr,;l through June. 

b. SMUO PV~ SMUD CT .. 5;3"GWh ,"" , . , 
.• ,; I "I 

c. SMUD Geothermal - 630.6 GWh 
. ,Unit·avai' abili ty -based on, two year .,average' hi stor:ical:outage: ::--: 

statistics. ' . ", ,''', " 
d. SCE and PG&E sales to SMUO -

SMUO elected 300 MW and 550 MW o'f:::contract:capac,ity f;rom .. SCE',,:and;P,G&E 
respectively. Takes are bas~d on availability of other resources and 
SMUD' s J oads. SMUD' s defi,citenerqy, supp,'·; es,bysp l.i.,t between ;F'G&E and 
SCE (s'ee contested assumpti on No.7). SCE modeled as a hydro un ~ t . 

• '.," ",'J ."1 -,'" ,..,. 

13. CCPA Geothermal ~ 457.5 GWh 

One 62 MW unit available based on actua,"operatio~s~' ;E~~rgy SP1"~"{ s:6:"'p'~:rcent 
to SMUD. 40 percent to MID/TIO~ and ,,10 per,:c,ent toCSC :b~.sed:.on,:owne,rs:h.i;p·~:.:: 

·'· ... i:OF- I 
~ ,. ,'. J 

,0' 'III ~ 

- 2 -

.~, ".,'" .. ' . ~" ,.~.. ~ 

. " '. .' . . ," -. ... , ... 
" , 1 I .• <.,;r: ... ""''i. 

.. ' ,.,' , .... '~ '..1 ... ,!~. 

"c , <ow ~ "" ... '. " 

,,' , ." ~.' ... ' ... 
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• 
PACIFIC GAS ANO ELECTRIC COMPANY 

r991 ECAC/AER/ERAM/LIRA/CEE FILING 

SUMMARY OF UNCONTESiED RESOURCE ASSUMPi!ONS 
(Continuea) 

14~ OF. Generation - ZO.9Z9.3 G'rJh .. inciuding hydro RF·s,. +nciuces 9,396.4 GVJh of 
var~ab1y priced OF ge~erat~on'b . 

a. Fir:n caoac1-:Y contrac:s modeied at their rir.n capac~t: ratings. 
Rema1ning OF"s refiec:: average megawatts. 

b. Gi1roy Fooes operate: as a S04. 
c. 8AF is shut down in Apri', ,urtai1ed 5 hours oer day J~nuarJ through 

Mar:~ and May through Seotember. curtai1ed LO hours per aay Monday 
!~rougn Saturday and ai1 day Sunday October :~rough De~amcer. 
zo ,er:ent fixed priced and eo per:e~t variabie pricea. 

d. Cur:a~ime~t: for minimum ioad cond~tions (500 hour Jr S04 :urtl~ime~t 
oction B) ar~ not for~casted ':.0 occur. However. non-~:.lnaard 
curta:1ment provisions are fore~as:ad (not tiea to m1n1mum ioad 
·canc1i.ttons}.: .. -~ '. ' ... - .':.~:""- ----..:---

~. Hydro :aoaci!y factor for 1991 is aajuste~to":-if'iec~ June ~ydro 
condi':ion:. 

l:. Saies;o Sou~~e~ C~:ie~ ~ i!.! G~h 

, -.0. 

• . .. _04-. ______ . 

~~:":':l ~9 MW peak :aie a: 62.: pe:-:e~t :loac~:: f'ac:o;--::;M"ugn ":UI:- :991. 3.! 1'1\.1 
oeak sale ;~rough Novembe:- 1991~ 14 MW peak sale at 78 pe:-:a~t :30ae~:y 
fac:or Decemcer 1991 th:-ougn June !SSZ. 

~!Df'7'rD Resou:-:es 

a. MID/iID C7 - 10.: G~h 
Fixed non-f'il'"':il peaking t'!'"an sac": i on basad on hi s;:ldca -; cuant~:i es. 

o. MID/irD Other ImcQr:s - 1~135.3 G~h 
iake$ basad on MID and TID 10ads. avaiiabiiit: of own :-eSJur:es and 

. - °G"E purc~ases r'!'"om. ~ • 

roreC:3.st based on WAPA's es":.imat! of their firm imOOl"'ts from. t!'le Nor-:hwest. 
Resource may be backed down durir.g minimum 10aas. 'AC 1000 fTow C3.u::as Tine 
limi'tations from Aoril through June. 

(b)Refiec:ts removal of 3 OF~s agreed to by a11 parties. 

(END OF APPENDIX E) 
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Applicant:" Michelle L. wilson, and" Robert, Mc Lennim," Attorneys', at,,':, 
Law, for Pacific Gas and Pacific', Company.; , ," ,.",' 

"'" . . ¥'. " - "~ .. ' 
Interested Parties: c. HAyden Ames" Attorney at Law,~ for" ", " 

Chickering «Gregory; Bar~oviCh and Yap,.' by' Barba'ra -Barkovich" 
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Attorneys at Law, for California'Energy Commission; Morrison: & " 
Foerster, by Jep::y Bloom and Lynn Haug, Attorneys, at Law, and 
Morse, Richard, Weisenmiller & Associates, by Mark Xoupget, for 
California Cogeneration couneil: Jackson" Tufts, Cole & Black, 
by lliliam H. Booth and Joseph S. Faber, Attornoys atLaw,for 
California Large Energy Consumers Association; Henwood Energy 
Services, by David Branchcomb, for Independent Energy Producers 
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Mc craken, Byers & Martin, by David J. ~yet.~,Attorneyat' Law', 
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Cav~nagh, Attorney at Law, for Natural Resources Oefense 
Council: Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison, by Gordon E. pav~s, 
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Sam pe frawi, for Naval Facilities Engineering Comman: Phil pi 
yirgili2, for Dcstec Energy, Inc.; Katen ~son-, for KKE & 
Associates; Notman ~~a, Attorney at Law, for Federal 
Executive Agencies; Steven A. Jjerip91Jtr, ,Attorney at Law, :for 
California Farm Bureau Fcaeration; Grueneich, Ellison & 
Schneiaer, by Oian M. Grueneich, Attorney at Law, for California 
Department of General Services; Steve Hatri~, for Transwestern 
Pipeline Company; Fulbright & Jaworsky, oy Pat ~~ley, Attorney 
at Law, and Recon Research corporation, by p~. Anarew Safit, for 
Canadian Petroleum Association: Roberts & Kerner, by Douglas K. 
Kernet, Attorney at Law, for Geothermal Resources Association; 
Joseph G. Meyet, for Joseph Meyer Associates; Melissa Metzler, 
for Bara~at & Chamberlin; Steven MOSS, for Spectrum Economies, 
Inc.; Anderson, Donovan & Poole, by Egward G. Poole, Attorney at 
Law, for various clients; John p. Ouinle~, for cogeneration 
Service Bureau: Bruce A. Reed, Janet K. Lohmann, ana David B. 
Hinman, Attorneys at Law; for Southern California Edison 
Company; C. B. Roonev and David J. Gilmore, Attorneys at Law, 
for Southern California Gas Company; ponald Salow, for 
Association of California Water Agencies; Bartle Wells 
Associates, by ReeClV. Schmidt, for California City-County 
Street Light ASsociation; Michel P. Florio and ~oel 13'. Sipg~, 
Attorneys at Law, for Toward Utility Rate Normalization: Downey, 
Brand, Seymour & Rohwer, by POil Stoht and Ron Liebert, 
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Attorneys at Law, for Industrial Users; Randolph L. Wu and 
Phillip D. Endom, Attorneys at Law, for El Paso Natural Gas . 
Company; Larry Golberg~ 'for SequOia' 'I'echnicalServices;" ~arol~D 
Kehrein, for Procter & Gamble Manufaeturinq Company';~ara' 'StE:cK' 
Myers, Attorney at Law, for Coalition for Energy Efficiency and 
Renewable Technologies; Th2I!1as' 4. Tri~}:;!le,P.E, J,.D. ,','for .,,' ,;" 
Reqents' -, University o,f California; Messrs.. Ater,' wynne,: Hewitt," 
Dodson & Skerritt, by Mark Tringero, Attorne~' at' Law for" 
Cogenerators: of Southern. California: and W,illiam B.' Marcus,: for:, 
JBS Enerqy, , Inc.' ' 

State Service: Messrs. Greve,' Clifford" Diepenbrock&Paras~,by 
Ma;t:thew V. Brady:, for california· Department of General Services.. 

Commission Advisory and Compliance Division: Martha' J.Sull'ivan. 
'I, ~;. , , 

Division of Ratepayer Advocates: Jam~s' E. SCarff and; Bohert,cageD',,. 
Attorneys at Law, and Jeff Meloche'.' ,-

Division of Strategic Planninq:· Jeffrey Da.s2Vich. 
. ... '. 

".,'. 
'. " 

, ':, , 
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